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Welcome
With finance professionals’ ability to embrace new technology crucial for future
success, ACCA’s new series on the ‘power of digital’ has never been more relevant
On page 36, we draw on the findings

Technology is so tightly woven into the
fabric of our lives that it has become

of ACCA’s groundbreaking report,

integral to our everyday routines,

Drivers of change and future skills, to

from how we connect with each other

ask how professional accountants can

to equipping our homes with smart

improve their tech competencies, while

devices. It’s no different in business,

on page 18 the MD of mid-tier firm

where digital technology has had a

Saffery Champness looks at the skills

profound impact on the operations as

practices will need to recruit into the

well as the strategic ambitions of an

future. The challenges of taxing digital

organisation. Nowhere is this more

services on a global basis are considered

in evidence than in the launch of the

on page 56, and on page 70 we explore

government’s Making Tax Digital

how forensic analysis is being applied

initiative this month.

in the business world, by turning digital

With the digital landscape in

footprints into digital evidence.

constant flux, keeping up to date

But what about the Brexit elephant

and learning how to adapt as an

in the room? With AB being published

accounting professional is vital. This

10 times a year, we can’t respond

issue marks the launch of ACCA’s

immediately to fast-moving events.

series of themes affecting the

But ACCA has guidance (bit.ly/

accountancy profession, starting

ACCA-advice) and AB will offer further

with the ‘power of digital’. This

insights as the outcome becomes

month you will find a selection of

clearer. Similarly, for guidance on the

features and commentary on technology

Spring Statement (which hadn’t been

to support and inform your roles.

announced when AB went to press),

We’ll also revisit the theme of digital –

please visit bit.ly/ACCA-taxation.

AB

identified by ACCA as one of its seven
professional quotients for success – in

Jo Malvern, editor

forthcoming issues.

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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European aircraft maker
Airbus has scrapped
its struggling A380
superjumbo after just 12
years. The world’s largest
passenger aircraft, which
cost about £19.4bn to
develop, has never made
a profit. Final deliveries
will be made in 2021.

The world’s most
expensive car – Bugatti’s
La Voiture Noire –
has been sold to an
anonymous enthusiast
for €11m (£9.5m). The
car, nicknamed the
Batmobile, is a one-off
sports car built from
carbon fibre.

Keeping Up with the
Kardashians star Kylie
Jenner is the youngestever self-made billionaire,
according to Forbes
magazine. Age 20, she
has an estimated fortune
of US$1bn (£770m). She
launched her own
cosmetics brand in 2015.

Free-to-play games such
as Fortnite accounted
for 80% – US$87.7bn
(£67.5m) – of video game
revenues in 2018. This
was more than three
times the earnings of
blockbuster games
released by major
publishers last year.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Stop press: FRC over

for a chair and deputy chair

Michael, its UK chairman

are expected to continue

As AB went to press,

of the proposed new body.

and senior partner, told the

well into 2019.’

BEIS announced that it is

See bit.ly/AB-FRCabol. AB

committee that ‘while there

to abolish the Financial

will have more analysis in

will be strong views about

SME trade concerns

Reporting Council and a

future editions.

the desirability of either joint

An ACCA global survey

audits or market share caps,

of 1,240 private sector

new regulator for the audit
profession is to be set up. In

Joint audit doubts

a critical question is whether

businesses found 31% cite

the interim, it is consulting

KPMG has expressed doubts

the smaller audit firms have

uncertain global trade as

on how to take forward 48

that mid-market firms have

the capacity and willingness

their biggest barrier to

other recommendations

the capacity to be involved

to take on the volume of

growth over the next three

from the Kingman review,

in joint audits of major plcs.

complex, high risk audits that

years, yet only 16% of SMEs

with a consultation on more

Giving evidence to the House

is implied by the remedy’.

worldwide are accessing

detailed proposals for the

of Commons Business,

London Stock Exchange

advice on international

new regulator to follow at

Energy and Industrial

chair Sir Donald Brydon and

trade. Small firms in Vietnam,

a later date. In addition

Strategy Committee’s inquiry

ACCA’s executive director

Hong Kong and Singapore

applications are now open

into the future of audit, Bill

for governance, Maggie

are almost twice as likely

McGhee, have also given

to obtain expert advice

evidence to the committee.

than are SMEs in the UK,
despite the uncertain

Carillion review

impact of Brexit. The survey

The Financial Reporting

also found that SMEs in

Council (FRC) is expanding

Malaysia, Hong Kong,

its investigation into the

Vietnam and Singapore are

preparation, approval

as much as nine times more

and auditing of Carillion’s

likely than UK small firms

accounts to include the year

to use alternative sources

ending December 2013. It

of funding.

was already investigating
the 2014, 2015 and 2016

Flagging up AML

accounts, plus the audit work

Most accountants and

undertaken during 2017. The

lawyers are worried about

review is also considering

becoming a target for

Wales takes control of its income tax rate from 1 April, in a

the conduct of two former

criminals looking to exploit

move that gives it the same tax devolution powers as Scotland.

Carillion finance directors,

their professional skills and

Under this new system, the UK government has reduced the

Richard Adam and Zafar

services to enable money

three rates of income tax paid by Welsh taxpayers to a basic

Khan. Interviews have been

laundering, finds an ACCA

rate from 20% to 10%; a higher rate from 40% to 30%; and an

conducted with KPMG audit

survey. Glenn Collins, head of

additional rate from 45% to 35%. It is then up to the National

team members and Carillion

technical advisory at ACCA

Assembly for Wales to decide on a supplementary tax rate for

senior executives. In a

UK, said: ‘Most criminal

its own finance. However, the assembly has decided to keep its

statement the FRC said: ‘The

activities involve money

rate in line with England at present.

matters being investigated

laundering, from the drugs

by the FRC are complex and

trade to tax evasion, firearms

Wales holds tax rate

8
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Take one
In our latest series of video interviews with ACCA members, we meet Rita Purewal FCCA,
CFO of the UK Premier League’s Wolverhampton Wanderers Football Club

Club loyalty
Purewal explains
how the business of
football, which requires
significant investment
and attracts scrutiny like
no other sector, is one
of the most exciting to
work for in the world

More information
You can watch this interview
at bit.ly/AB-Wolves.

offences and corruption.

Hopkinson and Professor

would be subject to a new

share issue and reduce its

So the accountancy and

Chris Humphrey. Advisers

reporting requirement to

expansion ambitions. ‘We

legal professions need to

include Maggie McGhee,

provide a conclusion on

are cooperating with the

be hyper-vigilant to the red

ACCA’s executive director

whether management’s

PRA and FCA fully, but we

flags – such as the structure

for governance, and partners

assessment is appropriate

are not able to comment

of a business; or whether a

from the Big Four firms plus

and to set out the work done

on this further,’ said bank

client has taken steps to hide

BDO and Crowe.

to test this.

spokeswoman Latika Shah.

was undertaken as part of

Going concern

MetroBank error

GT to pay £21m

the government’s Flag It Up

The Financial Reporting

MetroBank has misclassified

Grant Thornton has been

campaign.

Council (FRC) is consulting

a substantial amount of

ordered to pay £21m in

on proposals to strengthen

commercial lending, causing

remedies over its audit

Brydon review team

auditors’ going concern

it to breach its capital

failures related to the

Sir Donald Brydon, chair

requirements. Proposals

requirements. The error

collapse of AssetCo. Audits

of the London Stock

include for auditors to

was found by the Prudential

failed to find illegality and

Exchange and Sage

more robustly challenge

Regulation Authority (PRA),

large trading losses. Mr

Group, has announced

management’s assessment

which is now conducting

Justice Bryan concluded that

his team and advisers to

of going concern, test

an investigation into the

Grant Thornton had been

conduct its review into the

the supporting evidence,

bank’s accounting practices,

responsible for ‘negligence

audit market. The review

evaluate the risk of

as is the Financial Conduct

of the highest order’. Grant

team includes managing

management bias and

Authority (FCA). MetroBank

Thornton has been fined

director of BlackRock Luke

make greater use of the

responded by announcing

£2.3m by the FRC for its

Chappell, Oxfam CFO Alison

viability statement. Auditors

it will launch a new £350m

failures. A spokesperson

their identity.’ The survey
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for the firm said: ‘We are

standard of work that our

Office of Tax Simplification

in other EU countries by

disappointed by [the]

clients expect and are

(OTS), succeeding Angela

12%, an increase of £8.3bn,

judgment on AssetCo plc’s

continually evolving and

Knight. Cearns has been

according to research

claim and intend to appeal.

improving what we do.’

chair of the Financial

from the London School

Reporting Advisory Board,

of Economics’ Centre for

The work in question was
done around 10 years ago.

Cearns goes to OTS

a project director at the UK

Economic Performance. This,

We are working hard to

Kathryn Cearns has been

Accounting Standards Board,

say the authors, is investment

deliver the highest quality

appointed new chair of the

chair of the ICAEW Financial

lost to the UK that would

Reporting Committee and

otherwise have gone into

consultant accountant for

the home market. The report

Herbert Smith Freehills.

adds that the data shows

Former Deloitte partner Bill

no evidence yet of a ‘global

Dodwell was appointed OTS

Britain’ effect.

tax director in January.

Stewardship code

The Praxity international

The Financial Reporting

alliance grew its revenues

Council is consulting on a

last year by 12%, to a

new stewardship code, which

combined US$5.83bn.

will set substantially higher

Revenues from audit and

expectations for investor

assurance – responsible for

stewardship policy and

40% of fee income – grew

practice. The code will focus

by 12.5%. Tax – accounting

on how effective stewardship

for a quarter of fee income

delivers sustainable value

– increased 13.7%. Revenues

for beneficiaries, the

grew by 17.4% in Asia

Accounting for International Development (AfID) is celebrating

economy and society.

Pacific but fell 5% in Latin

its 10-year anniversary this year of providing support to

The proposed changes

America. Grant Thornton

charities across Africa, Asia and Latin America. Since it

include a requirement for

International’s revenues

was launched, 1,300 accountants of more than 50 different

investors to report how their

also rose, by 9.4% to

nationalities have provided financial management support to

purpose, values and culture

US$5.45bn in the year ending

over 500 not-for-profits in more than 50 countries.

enable them to meet their

September 2018. Audit

obligations to clients and

and assurance revenues

over the last 10 years, none of which would have been possible

beneficiaries; for signatories

rose by 4.3%; tax revenues

of course without our wonderful volunteers,’ said founder Neil

to take into account

by 14.8%; and advisory

Jennings. ‘Their hard work and commitment has assisted the

environmental, social and

by 10.4%. RSM’s global

development, and in some cases the very survival, of so many

governance (ESG) factors in

network grew revenues by

organisations doing fantastic work in their communities.’

investment decisions; and

5.4% to US$5.37bn last year.

for investors to exercise

Consulting rose by 14.5%,

when he volunteered with a Rwandan NGO set up by orphans

stewardship across a wider

accounting services by 13%

and refugees of the 1994 genocide.

range of assets where they

and tax advisory by 6%.

Anniversary for social enterprise

‘It’s a real privilege to look back at all that’s been achieved

AfID began as a result of Jennings’ own experience in 2007

‘Ten years on from when we first started, and in an era of

have influence and rights,

decreasing foreign aid and rising donor scepticism, the need

in the UK and globally. (See

Taxing issues

for sound financial management has never been so clear. With

also page 27.)

Tax transparency, complexity,

demand from NGOs continuing to rise we are always in need
of more volunteers.’
Find out more about the opportunities to volunteer at
bit.ly/AfIDvolunteers.

10

Firms’ revenues rise

inequality and corruption are

UK investment in EU

the biggest concerns for the

UK companies responded to

public in G20 countries, an

the Brexit referendum vote

ACCA survey has revealed.

by increasing investment

But the study also found that
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public trust in professionals,
including accountants and

Ethical lapses in professional services on the up

lawyers, remains high.

In its annual briefing on the number of ethical lapses by business sector, the Institute of Business

There were low levels of

Ethics (IBE), found that professional services came third, moving up from eighth place in 2017.

trust in politicians and the

IBE reported that the main issues in the sector in 2018 concerned behaviour and culture.

media, and these fell further
in the last year. Respondents

Most reported ethical lapses in 2018

in China, Indonesia and
India had high levels of trust
and accountants, reported
efficient tax filing, and
supported tax competition
to attract global businesses.

Digital transactions
The Organisation for

Banking and finance

58

in tax authorities, politicians

Aerospace
and defence

Automobiles
and parts

48

10

36

14

Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD)
is to continue to work

General retailers

15

32

with jurisdictions globally
to reform the taxation
of digital transactions. It
intends to use its base

Food and beverage

erosion and profit shifting

24

Consumer goods

(BEPS) framework to achieve

Information
technology

32

25

Professional
services

Gig economy
emplpoyment

Social media

a consensus between
jurisdictions on how to

Source: ibe.org.uk

best tax multinational
enterprises in an economy
that is becoming more and

currently deputy CEO and

risk of financial failure in

Michael Harvey

digitised. Considerations

managing partner, global

the next decade, according

Former ACCA president

will include which countries

and strategy, of Deloitte

to research by Grant

Professor Michael Harvey

should receive tax incomes

North West Europe. She

Thornton. One in five is

died on 26 February aged

from multinationals,

succeeds David Cruickshank,

at risk of failure in the

84. Harvey began his career

including dealing with

who has completed his

next two years. London

in the family business,

transfer pricing practices. It

four-year term. She said: ‘As

boroughs are the most

Olivettes Wool Shops. He

will also provide remedies

global chair, my focus will be

exposed, with 78% at risk.

left to study at Hull University

where transactions are not

on evolving our governance

Unitary, metropolitan and

and LSE. He later lectured

subject to taxation or to only

model in support of our

county councils are at much

on accounting and business

very low rates of tax. (See

global strategic ambitions,

greater risk than districts,

studies. Harvey qualified in

also page 58.)

and positioning the board to

reflecting the higher tier

1973 and was president from

stay ahead of the complex

councils’ responsibility for

1995-6. He retired in 2004.

Female first

challenges presented by the

social care. The analysis

During his life he wrote many

Sharon Thorne is to take

fourth industrial revolution.’

takes into account the

books and articles about

proposed reduction of the

knitting and accountancy. He
will be sadly missed.

over as chair of Deloitte
Global in June, and in so

Councils ‘at risk’

revenue support grant in

doing becomes the first

More than one in three

2019/20 and business rate

woman in the role. She is

councils in England is at

retention plans.

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Electric dreams
Jaguar Land Rover’s finance and transformation director Michael Mills ACCA is
working hard to deliver in a sector investing furiously in post-petrol technologies

T

within five or 10 years their business will

2018

already declining; the percentage of new

be unrecognisable from today. And no one

Appointed finance and

cars with diesel engines sold in the UK fell

knows for sure what it will look like. The

transformation director,

from 50% in 2013 to 42% in 2017, and across

only certainty is that the product, and the

Jaguar Land Rover

all EU countries from 53% to 44% over the

he one thing that anyone working
in the automotive sector can say

i

emissions scandal that came to light in 2015

CV

inflicted heavy damage on the reputation
of diesel cars at a time when sales were

with confidence in 2019 is that

same period.

way it is marketed and sold to consumers,
will change fundamentally.
The billion-dollar question, to which
no one can confidently claim to know

2017–18

While JLR, which is owned by Indian

Finance director, Jaguar

multinational Tata Motors, remains a

Land Rover

considerable force in the automotive
sector, ultimately its success depends

the answer, is: what will the future look
like? Right now, electric and driverless

2014–17

heavily on it identifying and investing in

technology seems the best bet if you want

Business planning manager,

the right path for the future. In January

to put money on it, but on the other hand

then head of finance for

2019, JLR announced its intention to cut

several companies (including Aston Martin

product development

its workforce by a further 4,500 following

and Volvo-owned startup Terrafugia) are

and operations, McLaren

1,500 redundancies in 2018 (40,000 of JLR’s

working on flying cars. We are at a stage

Automotive

total headcount of 43,000 are based in the
UK). The cuts are part of a transformation

where almost anything could happen. For
anyone working in the sector, that is either

2010–14

programme intended to deliver £2.5bn in

terrifying or exhilarating, depending on

Financial analyst, then

cost reductions, operational efficiencies and

point of view (and capacity for excitement).

senior financial analyst,

cashflow improvements over 18 months.

Michael Mills, UK national sales finance

Johnson & Johnson

JLR’s medium-term plan includes the
launch of three new models of car between

and business transformation director at

2020 and 2024, which will increase its

Jaguar Land Rover, is definitely in the
second camp. ‘This job is hugely fast-paced; it’s exciting and

portfolio to 16 models. It is also introducing a modular vehicle

mentally and physically challenging. I love it,’ he says. ‘But we

architecture (where a number of different models of car are

are in a difficult place at a difficult time.’

built using the same basic parts) from 2020 to bring greater
standardisation and flexibility into its production line. The

Challenging times

modular architecture will replace the six different platforms

It has been a testing few years for the automotive sector

currently in use, result in lighter and more adaptable cars, and

generally, and JLR is no exception. In the 2018 calendar year

allow hybrid and fully electric vehicles to be produced on the

its sales fell by 4.6% year on year, with 592,708 vehicles sold

same platform.

in 129 countries (over 80% were bought outside the UK). A

and engineering centre in Gaydon, Warwickshire, which

– sales fell by 21.6% over the year, while sales for December

is undergoing a £200m redevelopment. There is plenty of

2018 were more than 40% down on the previous year.

evidence on the site of the £4.5bn a year that JLR is investing

While what Mills calls the ‘unbelievable level of uncertainty’

12

Much of the work takes place in JLR’s 380-acre design

recent sudden drop in demand from China is a particular worry

in its future, the bulk of which is earmarked for R&D. So far,

created by Brexit has not helped, the broad consensus among

its venture into hybrid and electric technology has been

sector commentators is that JLR’s focus on ‘clean diesel’ has

encouraging. While sales of Land Rovers fell by 11.4% between

not paid off, and that the company has been slow in exploring

2017 and 2018, sales of Jaguar models, including the all-

electric technology as an alternative. The Volkswagen

electric I-Pace model, rose by 7.2% year on year. Even so,
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‘We need to
get the best
possible return on
investment, so our
engineers know
they can’t go crazy’
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alternative fuel vehicles still account

possible routes in terms of batteries,

for only a small proportion of the

for example, and no one knows

total automotive market (just over 6%

which will prove to be the best.’

in the UK). The transition away from
petrol and diesel has only just begun,
and the way forward is still unclear.

Options
‘We need a number of irons in the
fire so that when the market does
move, we are ready and capable,’
says Mills. That inevitably means
investing in technologies that turn

‘We have fiduciary
duties, but that’s
only 10% of what
the finance function
is today. It’s not
a back-office
job any more’

out to be dead ends.
Even navigating the possibilities

14

One of the irons recently added
to JLR’s fire is a long-term strategic
partnership with Waymo, previously
known as Google’s self-driving
car project (it’s now a standalone
subsidiary of Google parent
Alphabet). The companies are jointly
developing what they say is the
world’s first ‘premium self-driving
electrical vehicle’, based on the
I-Pace, which will form the basis of
Waymo’s planned transportation

for electric vehicles is a minefield. ‘The supply chain in

service. Testing was due to start at the end of 2018, and up to

electrification just isn’t there yet,’ Mills says. ‘There are multiple

20,000 of the vehicles are planned under the agreement.
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JLR and Tata have also invested in the new £150m National
Automotive Innovation Centre at Warwick University, where

i

Basics

1,000 staff will combine expertise from academia, the
automotive sector and its supply chain to explore advances in

614,309

technology that can reduce dependency on fossil fuels.

Vehicles Jaguar Land Rover sold in 2017/18 financial year

Mills’ role as manager of the finance and transformation
teams puts him at the rockface of JLR’s exploration of

£25.8bn

innovation and performance excellence. ‘It’s my responsibility

Revenue for 2017/18 financial year

to manage the delivery of projects and to hold the business
accountable,’ he says. But when it comes to business

£1.5bn

transformation, the customer is very much at the forefront.

Profit before tax for 2017/18 financial year

‘Our role there is to be the voice of the customer,’ he says.
That means finding ways to ease customers’ journey through
a changing sector. ‘We developed an app, for example, that

intelligence and your ability to influence the outcome. There

assesses your driving, so you can work out if the I-Pace is the

are big characters in both camps – in finance and in R&D – and

right car for you. That helps alleviate any fears people have of

if you are at loggerheads, the work of both will be inadequate.’

going down the electric route.’

Mills was born into a military family and had intended to
join the RAF (‘I had a love affair with Top Gun,’ he says) before

Conscience of the business

a rugby injury forced a change of plan. The maths graduate

Mills sees finance as the conscience of the business. ‘There is

chose accountancy and a commercial route to qualification,

a healthy level of tension between the business and finance.

winning a coveted place on the graduate programme at

Innovation costs money and can push boundaries. It’s our

Johnson & Johnson. ‘I was given the option of a couple

job to hold the innovators accountable, but at the same time

of qualifications but I chose ACCA because it felt more

allow them an element of rope to be creative and explore

comprehensive and touched more bases, like law and ethics,’

the possibilities. We need to get the best possible return on

he says. He spent a year working on an acquisition in Moscow

investment, so our engineers know they can’t go crazy – there

before a call came about a role at McLaren Automotive, which

needs to be a business case for the investment.’

was developing a supercar for the commercial market.

Inevitably, this means his role is more about people

Mills describes the then CFO at McLaren, Richard Molyneux,

management than it is about crunching numbers. ‘I do less

as ‘an inspirational man’, who became his mentor, so it was

“doing” [in terms of core finance work] than ever before,’ he

no surprise that Mills followed Molyneux in moving to JLR a

says. ‘We have fiduciary duties, but that’s only 10% of what the

few years later, although he acknowledges the switch was a

finance function is today. It’s not a back-office job any more;

risky one. ‘I was looking for a change and the next challenge,

you can really add value to an organisation, and ultimately,

and I knew I wanted to stay in the automotive sector, but I was

it comes down to relationships, people skills, emotional

nervous of the step-up to JLR and where it was going,’ he says.
‘It was in a period of change, but as I see it, that means there

i

Tips

is an opportunity for you to add value. And they have invested
billions into innovation and future growth, have strong
aspirations and good people. It’s very exciting.’

*

‘Generally, people are where they are because they

*

‘No one is good at anything when they first start. I read

including the retail model. How are we going to sell cars in

a lot and listen to audiobooks, picking up nuggets of

the future? Through our phones? No one can say for sure.

information that I can then test at work.’

But while the model is changing quickly, I don’t see it being

*

‘You are only as good as your network. Invest in finding

Ultimately, though, he is not convinced the automotive

have worked at it. I’m not the most gifted accountant

sector will alter beyond all recognition, at least not in this

technically, but I will be the hardest worker in the room.’

immediate transformational phase. ‘We have no idea what the
business will be in 10 years, because everything is changing,

completely torn up and thrown away. Customers still want
what they want.’

AB

good mentors, and invest in yourself.’
Liz Fisher, journalist
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8.6%

The view from
Alison Lennie FCCA, assistant director, Transaction
Advisory Services, EY and member of the Tartan Ticos
At school, numbers came

Within the restructuring

naturally to me and I

field I worked with a variety

was drawn to the idea of

of businesses. The most

Rise in tax advisory revenues globally, to

studying business subjects.

enjoyable part is meeting

US$20.3bn, according to a 2018 report.

A degree in accountancy

so many great people.

Source: Source Global Research

(with a distinction) cemented

Conversely, the hardest part

this, and I joined EY in a

is when you have to tell

Box headline
KPMG
closes service

non-technical role, working

some of those people that

in the restructuring team.

they will be losing their jobs.
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accounting
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service,
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I began doing back-office tasks such

Throughout my time here I have
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a step-change once you become

as chief of staff to EY’s UK chairman,
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qualified. It gives you the confidence

Steve Varley. I have learned so much

to excel as a professional accountant.

from the insight I have gained working

Alongside this I have focused on

alongside leaders of the organisation

expansion
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There is definitely
a step-change
once you become
qualified. It
gives you the
confidence to excel
as a professional
accountant

develop my own network and I am now
working with another member of the
leadership team for six months.
I’m fortunate to have been able to
display these leadership skills outside
the office. At EY I participated in the
Princes’ Trust Costa Rica Challenge,
taking on a 270km coast-to-coast
challenge involving hiking, biking, white
water rafting and kayaking. Our team –
the Tartan Ticos – raised £26,000!
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Tomorrow’s accountants
As technology forces huge changes on the profession, Matthew Burton FCCA draws
on his experience to suggest what the future accounting firm will look like
Having trained first as a chartered

key steps along this path and, notably,

surveyor, then retraining as an

includes the monitoring of digital

whether there is a role for the

accountant with a Big Four firm in

platforms such as Airbnb and eBay to

accountant at all in the future.

the 1990s, and now as managing

assess income streams. Meanwhile,

According to recent research from

partner of Saffery Champness, I

Making Tax Digital, expected to come

the Royal Society of Arts, finance and

am no stranger to change. But the

more widely into force after April 2020,

accounting is the sector most at ‘risk’

changes we are seeing now in the

is intended to make ‘doing your taxes’

from AI and automation while, closer

accountancy profession, driven largely

as technologically embedded in daily

to home, 60% of accountants think

by technology, are unprecedented and

(well, quarterly) life as opening up

basic processes will be fully automated

gathering pace.

Facebook (see also page 38). This is

within the next five years, according to

As I joined Saffery Champness in

in addition to new tax policies on the

2018 research from the Association of

2004, Mark Zuckerburg was launching

horizon that build upon ideas such as

Accounting Technicians.

thefacebook, a networking platform for

the ‘digital services tax’.

Harvard students. Just 15 years later,

Some, though, would question

The word ‘basic’, however, is key
here. What we are now seeing is a

that system’s descendant has more

The people question

shift in client expectation. Technical

than two billion users worldwide. In

The trend, then, looks to be for far

expertise (the ability to ‘do the job’)

that time, a whole new pool of digitally

greater integration of taxation within

is an absolute given. Many day-to-

native talent has emerged. Given the

our digital lives. At the same time, the

day, yet time-intensive, aspects of the

pace of technological change, just

skills of the accountant will need to

role will quickly become increasingly

what the accountancy role will be for

evolve in order to provide new services

automated and therefore a decreasing

this demographic is a challenge that all

and to advise clients on this tech-centric

part of the accountancy firm’s USP.

firms are grappling with, and that may

tax system.

However, those fearful that this means

require a rethink of what it means to be
an accountant.

Fundamentally, if the client is using a

an end of the accountant should

phone for everything from ordering a

pause. The human factor will remain

taxi to buying groceries, why should the

critical for clients; I think we are some

Competing influences

accountant still use clunky, inaccessible

considerable distance from the point

Of course, Facebook is just one

systems and processes that don’t fit

where clients will want bespoke high-

technological phenomenon that has

with that way of life?

value advice delivered by a machine
rather than a human.

radically impacted society, culture
and business. For the accountancy
profession, there continues to be
a blend of both upward disruption
caused by new innovations, and
downward pressure from regulators and
policymakers seeking to keep pace.
In the UK, HMRC has accelerated
its own digitalisation strategy to try
and improve effectiveness, efficiency,
and the taxpayer experience. The
Connect system, which gives HMRC
more access than ever before to track
tax inconsistencies, was one of the

18

We must ask
ourselves
the question:
what would an
accounting firm
look and feel like
if you were to set
one up today?

Trusted advisers
As far as Saffery Champness is
concerned, the future accountant
will have a close focus on being their
clients’ trusted adviser. This was echoed
in ACCA’s Generation Next report
which, while showing that 60% of global
millennials believe technology will
replace many entry-level roles in the
profession, also found 84% agreed that
technology would lead to a greater
focus on higher-value work.
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technology inevitably results in higher

an ever more diverse pool of talent –

and tomorrow. The digital native will

volumes of data collection, and striving

diverse in terms of thought and skillset,

be an increasingly valuable asset for

for a better quality of tech-enabled

as well as race and gender.

accountancy firms, and the skills that

client experience must go hand in

have been normalised through the

hand with managing the security and

fundamental question: what would an

technology embedded in daily life

reputational risk of issues such as data

accounting firm look and feel like if

should not be underplayed by the

breaches. The future accountant must

you were to set one up today? That’s

younger generation of talent coming

be mindful of these matters too.

a question that the Horizon Scanning

This has implications for talent today

We must ask ourselves the

group at Saffery Champness is

through the pipeline. Training models
will also evolve to not only ensure

Disruption looming

considering, and if we as a profession

acclimatisation with the new digital-

The role of the accountant is changing

don’t strive to answer it, then disruption

first tax system, but also to put a

before our eyes and will no doubt

is more likely to shift from being an

strong emphasis on the client service

change further. In many ways, the

opportunity to a threat.

experience and on consultancy.

profession will always be playing catch-

Change must be managed carefully,

AB

up as new technologies emerge and

Matthew Burton FCCA is managing

however. The necessary upgrades can

disrupt our work and personal lives,

partner at Saffery Champness.

appear never-ending, and there is a

challenging the accepted ways of doing

natural capacity for training where, if not

things and the norms of client service

carefully managed, fatigue can set in.
Risks must be managed too. To take
one example, greater integration of

and experience.
We as a profession cannot stand still
and the industry will increasingly require

More information
For ACCA resources on technology
and the profession, go to
accaglobal.com/members.
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The resolution game
With major reforms taking place next year in how civil litigation cases are handled,
accountants will be well placed to benefit from dispute resolution work
Not every accountant yearns to help

given it suffers from a lack of awareness

larger due to this reform,’ says Dunlop.

other people to resolve their disputes.

generally. ‘One of the biggest problems

He believes more widespread use of

Yet those who like the idea could find

with ADR is that people just don’t

ADR is a good commercial opportunity

that alternative dispute resolution

know it exists,’ says Alexander Dunlop

for ACCA members. This is because

(ADR) opens up a wealth of new

a senior investigation officer within

accountants’ skillsets are transferable

business opportunities and revenue

ACCA’s Conciliation Service. ‘People are

to the handling of commercial and

streams in the future.

all too quick to go to court rather than

consumer disputes that involve

look at other ways of resolving issues.’

businesses. ‘Because ACCA members

Put simply, ADR is the resolution of a
dispute with the assistance of a neutral

That’s all likely to change next year,

are instructed in a business advisory

third party. It aims to help conflicting

however, when a huge shift is set to

capacity, they may become aware of any

parties reach agreement without having

occur in how civil litigation takes place in

difficulties in a business,’ he says. ‘They

to go to court. Several different dispute

the UK. This shift follows the publication

may even be the first to become aware

resolution methods fall under the

of the Briggs Report in 2016, which

outside of the business itself.’

umbrella of ADR, including arbitration

Referral network

and mediation, and the approach has
grown in popularity over the past two
decades. According to the Centre for
Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR),
around 12,000 mediation cases now take
place in England and Wales every year.
ADR can be used to resolve a wide
range of disputes. At one end of the
scale, a consumer might claim that a
trader has mis-sold goods and services.
At the other end, two blue-chip
companies might be wrangling over a

‘Often disputes are
a bit like a Venn
diagram. Each
party sees their
own circle and
doesn’t necessarily
see the potential
to overlap’

multimillion-pound commercial contract.

prevent ACCA members from being
able to resolve their own clients’
disputes, they could operate a referral
network where they pass disputes
involving their clients on to ACCA peers.
ACCA will therefore provide support
and CPD for members interested in
ADR, and it could partner with an
external organisation to offer its own
accreditation.
‘ACCA looks at new and developing

The role of the ADR professional is to

areas of practice for its members,’

help the disputing parties arrive at a

made recommendations to improve

explains Glenn Collins, head of technical

mutually agreed solution.

the civil court structures and judicial

advisory at ACCA, ‘and this area seems

Many of the people who work in

processes in England and Wales. One of

to fit the skillset of our membership.

ADR are lawyers, but it also attracts

the recommendations in the report was

As we look to explore the potential

accountants, chartered surveyors,

that parties involved in a dispute where

opportunities provided by ADR work,

psychologists and those from other

the claim is below a certain value should

it would be useful to hear from any

professional backgrounds. At present,

be compelled to try to resolve the

members who have an interest in it.’

ADR is unregulated, although many

dispute between themselves through an

training providers offer would-be

ADR process before the case comes to

accountancy firm Godley & Co, currently

mediators the opportunity to participate

court. The recommendation will affect

prepares expert witness reports for law

in their accreditation schemes.

the vast majority of civil court cases, and

firms handling asset splits in divorce

the government is targeting 2020 for the

cases. ‘We help the lawyers work out

new process to be in place.

who owns what, what the value is and

ADR does not feature prominently
on the accountancy profession’s radar
at present, which is hardly surprising

20

While conflict-of-interest issues may

‘The ADR industry is about to get a lot

Yogesh Patel FCCA, a tax director with

what the tax implications are according
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to the potential asset split,’ he says. His

circles overlap and the solution that lies

experienced commercial mediator

experience of doing expert witness work

somewhere in the middle.’

handling a multimillion-pound dispute

has also led to him having an interest in

To begin with, ACCA members

might be able to command up to £5,000

handling mediation cases. ‘Accountants

who take on ADR cases will probably

per day. Fees can be charged on a fixed-

know more about the company or the

want to combine these with existing

fee basis or pinned to the sum involved

client’s affairs than most people would,

practice work while they build up their

in the dispute. Where fees are charged

so it’s a natural progression.’

reputation in their new specialism.

on a daily basis, they do not include any

However, being an ADR professional is

additional fixed fee that may be based

Requisite qualities

potentially a sensible strategic decision

on the value of the dispute.

So what are the skills and personal

and a lucrative option in the long run,

Renouf’s advice for ACCA members

qualities that make a great ADR

especially in light of the legal reforms.

who are interested in doing ADR work is

professional? ‘The ability to listen

The evolving technological landscape

this: ‘Select a training course and start

effectively,’ suggests Dunlop.

also presents an argument for

early. It’s not the sort of thing you can

‘Communication skills are key and it also

diversification. ‘As technology drives

embark on next week. Senior mediators

helps to have a level head. A calm voice

the way that the day-to-day job of

have often been doing it for many years.

can go a long way.’

accountants is done, accountants need

It’s very competitive, so you need to be

to consider other revenue streams

committed to the long haul.’

‘The personalities involved can
sometimes prevent people from finding

to help facilitate revenue growth and

a solution,’ says Terry Renouf, founder of

offsets the potential loss of revenue

Renouf Mediation. ‘Often disputes are a

through automation,’ says Patel.

bit like a Venn diagram. Each party sees

Junior-level ADR professionals

their own circle and doesn’t necessarily

handling minor disputes are likely to

see the potential to overlap. You as

start out by charging around £50 to

the mediator can see where the two

£100 per hour. In contrast, an extremely

AB

Sally Percy, journalist
More information
Email ACCA at supportingpractitioners
@accaglobal.com if you are interested
in undertaking ADR work.
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Sense of
anticipation
By taking a planned, rational and strategic approach to
managing risk, practice owners can mitigate potential
damage and sleep better at night, Phil Shohet suggests
Every year many thousands of

is understandable. However, there are

businesses – accounting practices

many other ways in which problems

included – sleepwalk their way into

arise – problems that can sometimes

disaster because they have failed to

be just as disastrous as those posed by

recognise and plan for risks that are

regulatory failings.

often plain to see and easy to avoid.
Systematic but straightforward risk

Find your weak spot

assessment can eliminate dangers

The first challenge is to take a step

that, if not terminal, could result in

back and carefully review your practice’s

huge expense. And the approach

risk vulnerability by answering the

and techniques that might save an

following questions:

accountancy practice can equally

*

be applied as a fee-earning service,
assisting clients to keep out of trouble.

view of risk exposure will often emerge –

reviewed regularly?

*

Do the partners devote enough
time to the regular review of

one guided by regulatory requirements,

these risks? Is the review process

but distorted by the huge publicity

sufficiently detailed and probing,

attracted by the failures of a number

and sufficiently resourced with

of leading firms to meet requirements.

partners experienced in risk

These failures have often led to public

management?

censure and hefty fines, and occasionally
to existential threat. Arthur Andersen’s

*

Does the risk management process
cover all areas of risk – in particular,

failure demonstrated that even those

the four major risk areas: strategic,

operating at the very pinnacle of the

operational, financial and hazard?

profession can be vulnerable when
practice standards are compromised.
Given this publicity, it is perhaps
unsurprising that such a group of

22

listed the major risks by scale of
the threat they represent? Is this list

Yet gather together a group of
practitioners, and a rather blinkered

Have the partners identified and

*

Is there clear, effective
communication of the risk
assessment to all the relevant staff
at every level of the firm?

practitioners will focus on the many

A ‘no’ answer to any of these questions

regulatory hurdles that threaten to

is a clear signal that the practice faces

ensnare their firms. Given the sheer

unnecessary risk in one of those four

quantity and range of regulation, this

major risk areas.
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For example, it is not sufficient

of the regulatory requirements has not

management strategies in place,

to consider that you’ve got hazards

entirely eliminated poor practice and

problems need not be disastrous. But

covered just because you have

the risk this poses (for instance, to the

despite the obvious risks, there are still

insurance and comply with health and

validity of professional indemnity cover).

plenty of practices relying on little more

safety legislation. Insurance does not

Perhaps more worrying is that

than good luck.

protect against the consequences of

other regulatory requirements do not

disaster, so having insurance alone is not

appear to be working as intended. In

operational risk lies in HR. Well-

a strategy but should be part of overall

particular, money-laundering rules do

documented danger areas include age

risk management and contingency

not seem to be generating the number

discrimination, maternity leave and

planning. Analysis needs to dig deeper

of reports they should. While there is

allowances. But just as threatening,

into what will be required if the business

no suggestion of deliberate failure to

especially to firms not large enough to

premises are destroyed by fire. Are

make reports, it may be that failure to

justify a full-time HR professional, are

there contingency plans for finding and

appreciate the true scope of the rules

an abundance of issues relating to the

moving to alternative premises, and for

plus an element of complacency have

hiring, firing and management of staff.

backing up data and other records?

led to under-reporting and dangerous

Often these will only emerge after the

levels of risk.

damage has been done – whether in

Risk is not a one-size-fits-all

Probably the most threatening

consideration; it varies according to

upsetting client relationships or causing

circumstances. It is likely that a multi-

internal problems.

office, multi-partner practice will have
more natural resilience than a sole
practitioner. However, the process for
assessing, reducing, eliminating or living
with risk is the same for every firm.

Multiplicity of risks
Strategic risk should be an area of
particular concern to any practitioner,
especially given the intensity of
competition and client demand for

Discrimination and discipline can

Disparate as these
risks are, there is a
common thread
to combating
them, which
involves logical
and structured
forward-thinking

increasingly complex services. This

swiftly escalate to litigation, involving
great expense and reputational damage.
While it may not always be possible to
avoid these dangers, with a constant eye
on the potential problems it should be
possible to recognise and counter them
before they get out of hand.

Time to be proactive
Disparate as all these risks are, there is
a common thread to combating them,

requires new skills and substantial

which involves logical and structured

investment, along with a clear vision of

Still more worrying is the extent to

market direction and the opportunities

which practices fall short in operational

only react after the event, engaging in

and threats this presents to the practice.

and financial situations, particularly in

a debilitating and constant battle to

cash flow control and planning, which

extinguish problems that have got out

management and communication skills

should be areas of great competence.

of hand, while averting their eyes from

required to shift the team in the right

Yet many have poor internal accounting

those they should be aware of, hoping

direction and execute the business plan.

controls, with the result that work

that if ignored they will go away. In

Execution often falls short – especially

in progress and debtors are at

wishing problems away, the danger is

where the chosen route to growth

unacceptably high levels. Many are

of storing up far greater difficulties for

is a merger but integration is poorly

simply unaware of the risks they face in

the future. By tackling them proactively,

implemented and value destroyed.

not practising what they preach.

accountants have the chance of

The risks multiply, given the

Then there is the aforementioned

Just as obvious are cyber threats,

forward-thinking. Many accountants

developing skills of real economic value,

regulatory risk, which comes in different

which can cause problems of

both in saving expense to the practice

shapes and sizes. In the case of audit,

catastrophic dimensions and are one of

and in developing fee-earning services

the risks are widely appreciated – so

the greatest threats to the viability of

for clients.

much so that many smaller firms have

the smaller practice. A serious problem

now given up this area of practice

is a virtual certainty at some point, but

Phil Shohet is senior consultant at

entirely. Though even here, awareness

with appropriate business continuity

Foulger Underwood

AB
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Riding the wave
As technology transforms the profession, an epic career awaits ACCA members
that embrace this sea-change, says ACCA president Robert Stenhouse
traditional business models are being
challenged, significant investment
in technology will be needed to
transform our ways of working.
To make the right business decision,
it is important to be able to project
the true cost of this activity to ensure
adequate funding is available.
This involves modelling the impact
on income of changing customer
behaviour, while also projecting the
costs of replacing legacy systems,
and maintaining and upgrading
new systems.
The second area is monitoring and
measuring change. The business
change and IT transformation need
to go hand in hand, and you need to
bring everyone along with you on the
journey. This requires clear objectives
to be established that can be measured
and monitored.
The third area is making sure that the
business benefits are achieved ethically
and sustainably. It is in times of change
and challenge when professional
At a recent new-member event, I was

change, the transformation we

accountants really add value, bringing

asked by our guest speaker whether

experience will provide career

their integrity to bear as they consider

our members become CEOs, CFOs

opportunities not seen for generations.

the interests of all stakeholders.

or entrepreneurs? My answer was

ACCA members have the core

simple: ‘All of them – whatever they

has been called the fourth industrial

skills and competencies to be leaders

want to be.’ After all, a career as a

revolution, and the finance profession

at the forefront of the business

finance professional is a journey not

has a huge role to play in making sure

transformation that will inevitably

a destination.

the potential benefits are captured for

happen as the world takes advantage of

society as a whole.

the latest digital technologies.

A more frequently asked question is
related to technology, one of the key

In particular, I would highlight three

Those who choose to ride this wave

themes that ACCA will be exploring

areas where the core competencies

will have the opportunity to secure an

this year: ‘Will technology replace

of professional accountants are

epic career journey.

accountants?’

essential to achieving successful

Inevitably some routine processing
jobs will be replaced by machines.
But for those members who embrace

24

We are at the beginning of what

transformation.
The first is the appraisal of IT
investment. At a time when many

AB

Robert Stenhouse is ACCA president
and a director, national accounting and
audit, at Deloitte in the UK.
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Get ready for
Making Tax Digital
in no time
85% of accountants and bookkeepers agree that QuickBooks
helps their firm and clients prepare for Making Tax Digital.

Easy-to-use, compliant software
Tools to grow your practice
On-boarding help

UK’S NO. 1 PARTNER TO ACCOUNTANTS & BOOKKEEPERS

Find out more quickbooks.co.uk/MTD

Playing all the parts
A new ACCA report pinpoints the drivers SMEs need to scale-up for success. But they
also need that X-factor that divides the winners from the rest, says Peter Williams
Take two start-ups, both selling to

entrepreneur or a team possesses. And

consumers, both led by experienced

character in the sense of the leadership

spouse teams selling their products

team being able to adopt or borrow

using e-commerce to expand their

different roles and persona at the right

market, both with ambitious growth

times. Both are intrinsic to whether an

plans, and both sets of owners hoping

SME achieves its targets.
Entrepreneurs need to be given some

to exploit their perceived unique

rope to make mistakes, but they need

selling point (USP) to forge a success.
These businesses, which I’ve seen

to have a sense of when boundaries

close up, could have been in the minds

can be crossed and when they must

of the authors of the ACCA report Scale-

be respected. Trying it on is one thing;

up for success: what do SMEs need to

blowing trust, a different matter.

supercharge their growth? (see page 40).

No business succeeds without risks

The report was sparked by the

being taken, without sailing close

fact that since the global financial

to the wind in their deployment of

crisis, SMEs have contributed less to

the drivers. They don’t thrive unless

economic growth than other sections

they demand much – to the point of

of the economy. To put that right

being unreasonable. Leaders in SMEs

the report suggests SMEs need to

determined to grow have at different

develop greater productivity through

points to be amenable, unreasonable

tapping into drivers such as technology

and demanding, arrogant and rule-

adoption, networks, accessing funding,

breakers. They have to be villains,

investing in R&D and innovation, sorting

diplomats, saints and flirts (to put

out talent management and honing

it nicely). The secret of a growing

other management practices.

business success is the courage to play

This is a tall order, but if SMEs instil

all the parts and to know when to take

a growth culture across those crucial

on a particular role and when to change.

areas, they could supercharge their

One of the two businesses eager

growth and help flaccid economies in

for growth that I have seen close up is

general. If adopted properly, all SMEs

creating a strong, distinctive brand and

would stand a better chance. The

looks set to pile on the profits, with the

components identified in the ACCA
model make sense, and my two SMEs
had to some extent made progress
across these drivers.
The question is, what enables some
SMEs to overcome those undoubtedly
tough hurdles while others fail? An
X-factor divides the winners from the
rest, which perhaps is best summed up
as ‘character’ – meaning the distinctive
mental and moral qualities an individual

26

prospect of enriching the owners who

SME leaders have,
at different points,
to be amenable,
unreasonable,
demanding,
arrogant and
rule-breakers

understood the art they had to practice.
The other’s owners also outwardly did
all the right things, but obviously never
understood the game or couldn’t play.
Along with their hopes, that business
is being buried in the corporate
equivalent of a pauper’s grave.

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant
and journalist.
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The tail and the dog
The new stewardship code will put public concerns front of mind for investment
managers, but it won’t allocate capital to the most effective companies, says Jane Fuller
More orderly audit

John Kingman’s verdict on the UK’s

Hear Jane Fuller on why audited
accounts are vital to the functioning of
the markets, at bit.ly/ACCA-Fuller6.

stewardship code, which guides asset
managers and owners, is that it should
focus on outcomes and effectiveness,
not policy statements. If it does not
do that, he says in his review of the

suppliers, and rip off their customers are

Financial Reporting Council (FRC), then

unlikely to create value.
But the trade-offs can be

‘serious consideration should be given

uncomfortable. Some fund managers

to its abolition’.
So the FRC’s proposed revision

have asked HSBC to stop funding

to the nine-year-old code needs to

coal-fired power stations in Indonesia,

prompt those who deploy our savings

Bangladesh and Vietnam. The bank has

to demonstrate action rather than just

done so elsewhere but is giving these

say the right things about responsible

countries more time to bring adequate

investment. For this purpose, the most

power supply to areas without it.

important addition will be an annual

This is a high-profile example of

activities and outcomes report.

engagement with a company. It will

Policy statements will remain, of

look good in the new activity reports

course, reflecting the organisation’s

of the fund managers involved, but the

‘purpose, strategy, values and culture’

resources available will not stretch to

– a big ask for an institution managing

the hundreds, or even thousands, of

funds for multiple investment purposes

companies across all their portfolios.

across multiple asset classes. Yes, that

How will the managers decide where

means bonds as well as equity.

to focus their efforts? Sophisticated

The ambition of the new approach is

screening will help search for the

captured in the definition: ‘Stewardship

laggards, but are the data collection

is the responsible allocation and

metrics and processes good enough to

management of capital across the

automate this reliably?

institutional investment community

The new code will help propel areas

to create sustainable value for

of public concern to the forefront of

beneficiaries, the economy and society.’

management-thinking at big investment

The first part is conventional wisdom;

houses. For passive funds, engagement

the second has a whiff of private savings

with companies is the only way to drive

being used as a vehicle for public policy.
The assumption is that there is a
positive connection between better
corporate behaviour on environmental,
social and governance issues, and
sound capital allocation. This is easiest
to understand at the risk management
level: companies that pollute the
environment, abuse their staff and

The new approach
to stewardship has
a whiff of private
savings being used
as a vehicle for
public policy

improvements in behaviour. But this
is not the same as allocating capital
to the most promising and productive
businesses, and selling the others.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA Society
of the UK and co-director of the
Centre for the Study of Financial
Innovation.
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q

A headhunter recently told me
that, though highly qualified, I

the traditional day-to-day activities

A different perspective
See professional investor John Kattar’s
explanation of why investors trust the
audit, at bit.ly/AB-Kattar10.

don’t have a hope of landing a senior

of an accountant will disappear. But I

position because companies in my

would argue that what’s left is the juicy

industry are ‘trying to look more

bit. A computer may be able to spit

diverse’. I think this is an outrage. What

out numbers at the push of a button.

authority about the process. But most

do you think?

But interpreting those numbers and

don’t have that inside track. Do they

I understand how you feel. I

understanding what they mean for a

understand the checks and balances

too had my career put on hold

business and its strategy – that’s the

that are in place within the profession? If

by those who thought my gender a

kind of pivotal role that someone joining

not, would that allay some of their fears?

disadvantage. It’s more than infuriating;

the profession today should aspire to.

Or do their concerns lie elsewhere?

A

it’s madness.
If your headhunter is right – if

Added to this, explain to your niece
that the value of accounting training

companies are ‘trying to look more

goes well beyond the role of business

diverse’ – then all I can say to

adviser. I know many an entrepreneur

management is: ‘Stop! You’re not doing

who’s come a cropper for want of an

anyone any favours.’ No one wants to

understanding of cashflow.

feel that they’ve been given a job for

So rather than sound a note of caution

any reason other than merit. And no one

to those interested in joining the

respects colleagues who are clearly out

profession, I suggest the grounding the

of their depth.

profession offers should be considered

However, if your headhunter meant
to say that companies are trying to be
more diverse, then that’s different. Just
as genetic diversity allows populations
to adapt to changing environments,
so a diversity of perspectives and
experiences allows businesses to endure
in today’s frenetic world.

an essential foundation for all who wish
to pursue a career in business today.

Q
A

In short, lets understand the problem
before jumping to a solution.
For one investor’s take on the audit,
see John Kattar’s video (link above).

Q

Given the Paris Accord, how can
coal-fired power stations think it

is okay to depreciate new plants over
25 years?

A

You’re right – 25 years does seem
rather optimistic. But this is a

problem that goes well beyond the
industries that are obviously dependent

Investors seem to think the audit

on fossil fuels. From financial services

is a waste of time and effort. Am I

to manufacturing, companies face a

alone in feeling unloved?

serious re-evaluation of their business

You need a hug. But I understand

models. My big question is: do

why you might feel a little surplus

accountants have what they need to

to requirements. If you believe the

challenge age-old assumptions about

My niece is about to graduate

media, then investors think of the

asset values, depreciation rates, etc?

from her French degree course.

audit profession as being either in the

Q

Some standard-setters, such as the

Would you advise a graduate in a non-

pocket of management or woefully

Australian ones, are providing additional

related subject to join the accountancy

incompetent. But that ‘believing the

climate-related guidance. But is that

profession?

media’ caveat is a big one. Loud voices

enough? What would you find useful?

get airtime. The silent majority does not.

Let us know.

A

Absolutely. Some affinity for
numbers is helpful. But given

28

automation is everywhere. Many of

AB

So I’d like evidence. I’d like to

that, the answer is a resounding

understand whether the wider

‘yes’. I understand why some might

investment community shares these

hesitate to recommend a career in

concerns. If so, what’s the basis of

accounting. The profession faces a

that concern? I know investors who

period of extraordinary change. Process

are former auditors – who speak with

Alison Thomas, consultant
More information
Contact us with your concerns at
abeditor@accaglobal.com
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Image problem
Damage to HMRC’s brand, wrought by Making Tax Digital and other recent
initiatives, isn’t entirely self-inflicted, Robert Bruce suggests
Support system

Reputational risk is big in the corporate

Robert Bruce looks at the lack of
understanding about personal tax at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts.

world. And rightly so. Ignore that risk
and all will be lost. But you tend not
to think of that same process when it
comes to, for example, organisations

to me: ‘HMRC has really been abysmal

like HMRC, the nation’s tax gatherer.
Earlier in the year RSM summed up

about MTD’. And, Bull says, ‘There is

HMRC’s problem. ‘Reputation is as

brand damage’.

fragile as public perception is fickle,’ it

All VAT-registered businesses had to

noted. ‘HMRC, accustomed to calling

have their VAT systems digitalised by

taxpayers its “customers”, may find

the start of April. Small businesses are

its brand is as susceptible to being

not good at this. Teresa Graham, chair

damaged as the household name

of the Administrative Burdens Advisory

companies and individuals who have

Board, a government body that acts

received so much adverse tax publicity

as a ‘critical friend’ to small business

over the last 20 years.’

in its dealings with HMRC, notes that

It is easy to see that risk growing.

its recent survey found ‘far too many

‘HMRC’, says George Bull, senior tax

businesses hadn’t heard of MTD’. But

partner at RSM, ‘expects everyone it

they have to. ‘It is only when small

deals with to do everything right, first

businesses are about to fall off a cliff

time, on time. That is fundamental

that they realise that they need to do

to their approach. And there is a full

something,’ she says. A system of ‘soft

range of penalties for those who do

landings’ has been arranged for the first

not comply.’

year ‘but we will have a messy, pretty

But that is only one side of the

chaotic year’, says Bull.

bargain. ‘The tax system’, says Bull, ‘has
to command respect. That respect is

A question of trust

easily lost and taxpayers feel let down

It is when ‘ordinary’ people seem to

if the tax authority gets itself into a

have been mistreated by HMRC that

muddle. And that is what we have been

the public notices. A heavy-handed

seeing over the last few years’.

approach to the loan charge on

It is easy for HMRC to feel content.

have been appropriate to wealthy

any intervention. The risk is all down to

footballers and their tax arrangements

how it looks to the taxpayer. If it doesn’t
look fair then it won’t be followed:
the disaster of the poll tax almost 30
years ago reminds us of that. And
we are in the midst of more unease
among small businesses over VAT and
HMRC’s ‘Making Tax Digital’ initiative,
MTD. As one seasoned observer put it

30

‘disguised remuneration’ that might

Over 90% of tax is collected without

People weeping
on personal finance
programmes on
the radio is bad for
trust in HMRC

backfired when HMRC realised many
ordinary people were caught in the
net. People weeping on personal
finance programmes on the radio is bad
for trust in HMRC – as, indeed, is its
treatment of the homeless. ‘For HMRC
to expect a homeless person to keep
HMRC up to date with their address is
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ridiculous and just needs to be stated to

And then along comes MTD. ‘There

business,’ says Graham. ‘If you are not

show its absurdity,’ said a tribunal judge

was a sense of ministerial fiat,’ says Bull.

digitally engaged what kind of business

the other day. Just as absurd were the

‘”Let there be MTD”, and lo, it will be.

are you?’ Instead, there is muddle and

taxpayers who rang the HMRC helpline

But it doesn’t work like that.’

uncertainty. ‘We all need an HMRC

the day after the Brexit referendum to

‘It is a massive transformational

doing its job properly and gaining the

say that presumably they no longer

project,’ says Graham. ‘Lots of things

respect it deserves,’ Bull concludes. ‘But

needed to pay any of their VAT.

have conspired to make it ever more

it is hard to see that at the moment.’

But HMRC’s troubles are not all self-

difficult.’ And one of those is perhaps

inflicted. They are caught between the

HMRC seeing it all from the wrong

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

politicians, the Treasury and the public.

end of the telescope. The future is

commentator and journalist.

‘They are starved of resources’, says

pretty obviously one where digital

Graham. ‘They are in this triangle of:

systems enable tax to become almost

“You’ve got to save money. You’ve got

automatic and real-time with annual

to become more efficient. You’ve got to

adjustments. ‘The message should

provide a better customer experience”.’

have been: MTD will be good for your

More information
See also the AB article on digital
advances in global tax administrations
on page 38.
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Brand Sweden
TMF Group, in association with ACCA, looks at the big issues for businesses planning
to set up or expand in Sweden, and the tax and accounting regulations to consider

S

weden is basking in the delights of a strong economy.

the public and private sectors. A 2016 report cited shortages

It continues to outperform other advanced economies

of nurses and teachers, and suggested the communications,

and is presented as a poster child for optimising

technology and construction sectors were particularly

market capitalism. It is prosperous – ranking 39 in the world
in terms of GDP. In Q4 of 2018, Sweden’s GDP increase was

vulnerable to a lack of skilled workers.
Tightness in the labour market was underlined in January
2019 when the unemployment rate fell to 7%. This drop

twice more than forecast.
Economic good news was only slightly tempered when the
Swedes had a little political difficulty in forming a government,
but that was resolved in January 2019 after four months of

of 0.5% from a year ago was the lowest figure in 10 years.
Demand for labour is expected to continue.
Perhaps the only blot in the Swedes’ economic textbook has

deadlock following an inconclusive general election in 2018.

been the recent history of interest rates. In December 2018

The Social Democrat leader Stefan Löfven has now been

Bloomberg said the Swedish central bank, the Riksbank, faced

given a second term as prime minister heading a centre-left

its biggest decision in rate-setting for seven years – that was

minority government.

the last time the Riksbank raised interest rates.
In 2015 the repo rate (the rate of

‘The various political parties had

interest at which banks can borrow

issues that they needed to sort out,’
says Jonny Bostrom, TMF’s director
of operations for the Nordics. ‘But
we now have a government that is
business-friendly.’
Bostrom – who is based in the
capital Stockholm – says the
government is determined to
remove barriers to setting up
business – for instance, reducing
the complexity and number of the
statutory filings businesses have
to make and also decrease social

Swedish business
confidence seems
unperturbed by
external threats
such as the
drum beat of
potential trade wars
between the major
trading blocs

negative (joining Switzerland,
Denmark and Japan in that dubious
distinction), and that is where it has
stood ever since. The December
meeting did see rates rise from -0.5%
to -0.25%, in what commentators
called ‘the start of the journey out of
negative rates’.
However, the journey may take
some time as fears of economic
slowdown, or even recession, rise.

security taxes for companies hiring

The Riksbank decision may not

young people. He describes these

have been too popular with some

proposals as ‘a good start’.
Changes to corporation taxes are another indicator of how

consumers as household debt ratios have risen – spurred on by
increasing house prices and those record low interest rates –

the government wants to encourage the business community.

and there are signs some are struggling. Bostrom believes that

Headline rates of corporate tax are easing back gently, from

house price values are not a bubble ready to burst, although he

22% in 2018 to 21.4% now (from 1 January 2019); from 1

does foresee a slowdown in the increase in asset values.

January 2021 the figure will fall to 20.6%.
There are also changes in the right direction in terms of

In contrast, the currency market liked the interest rate news,
pushing the value of the Swedish krona higher. The decision

accounting and tax regulation, although they are currently

was mostly driven by the Riksbank desire to hit its 2% inflation

a gentle evolution rather than dramatic change (significant

target – a figure the country has consistently undershot.

changes in company law and governance regulations are
usually driven by European Union directives).
However, success brings its own problems, and Bostrom says
the skills shortage is a live, long-standing issue facing both

32

or deposit funds) actually turned

‘The strength of the currency is a potential concern,’ says
Bostrom. ‘Foreign trade is a major plank in Sweden’s economic
success, and a high-value currency could dent an exemplary
export story.’ At the moment it is ranked as the 26th largest
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Audio streaming platform Spotify is headquartered in
Stockholm, Sweden, a country renowned for innovation.
export economy in the world, with exports of US$135bn and

It’s complicated

imports of US$139bn.

TMF Group’s Financial Complexity Index (FCI) looks at the

Bostrom describes the performance of the krona as ‘a mixed

complexities of maintaining tax and accounting compliance

bag’: ‘Recently the Swedish krona has been weak against both

across 94 jurisdictions. The analysis considers the accounting

the US dollar and the euro, and that has benefited export-

and tax rules in each, how relevant regulations are

driven industries such as paper and steel.’

incorporated into business, and the risk of non-compliance.

Swedish business confidence seems unperturbed by external
threats such as the drum beat of potential trade wars between

The 2018 edition ranked Sweden 60th ahead of the Czech
Republic and Finland. Find the report at bit.ly/TMF-index.

the major trading blocs. ‘Business generally is confident of
protection from any global trade turbulence through Sweden’s
membership of the European Union,’ says Bostrom.

in fostering startups. ‘In many areas we are at the front – for
example, in tech startups helped by a strong venture capital

Thriving tech sector

sector.’ He is looking forward to that business innovation track-

Business investment and innovation has a strong track record.

record continuing, helped by the government actively looking

‘Sweden is seen as a test market – especially for different types

to reduce complexity for corporates. He says: ‘I am expecting

of new technology – as we have a reputation for embracing

it is going to become easier to set up a business in Sweden.’

the new.’ Audio streaming platform Spotify (headquartered

When Bostrom met with his TMF Group colleagues from

in Stockholm) and Skype (founded in 2003 by a Swede and a

around the world in Dublin recently, he says he was struck

Dane) are testament to that, as is a burgeoning gaming sector.

by the buoyancy of the demand for the company’s services

Perhaps the technology success is the fruit of a government

– which focus on international expansion – in the Swedish

initiative dating back to the 1990s that wanted all citizens to

market. ‘The market is on fire at the moment. Across all sectors

own a computer and learn digital skills. ‘This is giving us a really

we are receiving enquiries from companies that are looking to

good push and a self-confidence,’ says Bostrom.

set up business in Sweden. They are looking to expand and

Few in the country would disagree that brand Sweden

they want this country to be the next market for them.’

AB

is riding high at the moment. Bostrom thinks part of the
reason for the strong reputation is the country’s track record

Peter Williams, journalist

Content sponsored by TMF Group, which offers in-country expertise and knowledge to help businesses expand within and
beyond their home markets. tmf-group.com
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Green ambition
Many European companies are trying to improve the sustainability of their businesses,
but the ability of boards to use the right metrics and ask the right questions varies widely

The drivers
What are the key drivers for your sustainability activity?
53.2%

The board sees a solid business case in sustainability

56.9%

We try to act responsibly

17.0%

There is growing pressure from investors

12.8%

There is growing pressure from employees

1.6%

There is growing pressure from suppliers

24.5%

There is growing pressure from customers

12.8%

Other

The measures
The board has the right measures in place to understand the company’s sustainability approach
14.0%

36.8%

29.2%

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

6.5%

Neither agree
nor disagree

5.9%

Somewhat disagree

5.4%

2.2%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

We have a head of sustainability
who reports to the CEO

The people

21.4%

How is sustainability managed?

Other

We have a head of sustainability
who reports to the board but not the CEO

5.4%

7.7%

We don’t manage
sustainability separately

32.1%
We have a head of sustainability who does
not report to a member of the board

We don’t have a dedicated head of sustainability;
sustainability is managed by the CEO

9.5%

23.8%

Source: Leadership in Corporate Sustainability – European
Report 2018, from Board Agenda, Mazars and Insead

The risk
Ignoring sustainability will affect long-term value creation
46.2%

26.9%

Strongly agree

Agree

16.4%

Somewhat agree

7.6%

Neither agree
nor disagree

1.7%

0.6%

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

0.6%

Strongly disagree
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Nurture your DQ
Your ability to constantly evolve your technology skills – your digital quotient – is a
pivotal competency that will keep your career, indeed your profession, in the game

I

t is a given these days that professional accountants need

relevant. More than half (55%) of the 2,000 professional

to be technologically competent at the very least – and

accountants and C-suite executives across the world who took

ideally, much more than that. ‘Digitally savvy’ may be one

part in the research for the report identified the development

way of describing it. Technological

of intelligent automated accounting

innovation (and its many offspring,

systems as the external factor they

from global connectivity to
social media) remains the most
significant driver of change across
every sector of business – and
as businesses change, so do the
competencies they look for in
professional accountants.
The central aim of ACCA’s Drivers
of change and future skills report
was to identify the changing needs
of business and to understand how
professional accountants need to
develop to keep their capabilities

36

The obvious
question is, if both
data and powerful
analytics tools to
make sense of it are
widely available,
what value can
professional
accountants bring?

expected to have most influence in
the next three to 10 years.
The report identified seven
‘quotients for success’ for
professional accountants in future
– an optimal and changing mix of
professional competencies (covering
technical knowledge and skills but
also interpersonal qualities and
behaviour) that will add value for
their employers and clients. Among
the seven is the digital quotient
(DQ), defined as ‘the awareness and
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Tomorrow’s world: a big data demonstration centre in
Huainan, China, offers a glimpse of the growing power of
digital technologies in business intelligence and analytics.

blockchain, digital currencies and payment mechanisms, and
new routes to investment such as crowdfunding.
The report says: ‘Professional accountants see an urgent
need for members of the profession to become accomplished

application of existing and emerging digital technologies,

exploiters and users of business intelligence and data analytics

capabilities, practices and strategies’.

technologies so that they can improve identification of all types

The spread of digital technology has already transformed

of related risk in the business, its supply chain, and local and

the practice of accounting and the skills that professional

global economies; manage and mitigate these risks better;

accountants need – and the evolution is ongoing, with

and improve the strength of internal controls, the integrity of

no clear view of the final destination. The automation of

the supply chain and the quality of corporate governance.’

manual processes has already influenced business models,

Nurturing your DQ, in other words, is about much more than

powerful analytics is bringing real-time reporting closer,

understanding how technology works; it is about developing a

and communications technology has reshaped companies’

digital-savvy way of thinking and working.

AB

interaction with stakeholders. Arguably, the biggest potential
change of all – blockchain – is still a relative unknown.

Liz Fisher, journalist

The rise of big data presents particular challenges. The
report points out, for example, that a simple Google search
can uncover more data than any assurance report. ‘By 2020,

Glass half full?

stakeholders with internet access will have the tools to analyse

According to ACCA’s report Generation Next, ACCA members

big data – if not the technical knowledge or experience to

and students between the ages of 16 and 36 see both

interpret it,’ it says. ‘By 2025, Google may employ more audit

challenges and opportunities in the tech revolution.

and assurance professionals than the Big Four.’
Technology will replace many entry roles in the profession

The professional’s added value
The obvious question is, if both data and the powerful

4% Strongly disagree

analytics tools to make sense of it are widely available, what

25% Strongly agree

value can professional accountants bring? For centuries,
much of the profession’s value has been based on its ability
to translate and interpret complex financial information for a

12% Disagree

non-technical audience. The profession has largely been able

32% Agree

to set its own pace in fulfilling that need, but in a world where
social media is rapidly becoming an acceptable outlet for

27% Neutral

formal company announcements, that is no longer an option.
Stakeholders want better, more informative and accessible

Technology will enable finance professionals to focus on

reports, as quickly as possible – and if an accountant cannot

much higher value-added activity

provide that, they will look elsewhere.
The report points out: ‘Some tax professionals see as a

1% Strongly disagree

significant threat the widespread familiarity with faster and
smarter analytics and big data tools among those who are not

42% Strongly agree
2% Disagree

tax professionals. Within a decade, they expect this to reduce
dramatically the role for some tax professionals and diminish
the need to translate tax for non-technical stakeholders.’

13% Neutral

In other words, professional accountants are fighting to
stay ahead of the game. That is why the ability to apply

42% Agree

technology to analysing, interpreting and presenting financial
and non-financial data tops the list of skills that professional
accountants say they need. Many believe there are gaps in
the digital skills they will need in the coming years, including
capabilities around mobile and cloud business models,

More information
Find more resources on technology and the profession at
accaglobal.com/members.
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Brave new taxman
Tax administrations around the world looking to turn digital advances to good account
face a major challenge from varying levels of technological development

T

axes have been part of human life from the earliest

Taxing profit vs consumption

recorded times – and so too has been the battle to

In the digital economy it is increasingly difficult to point to the

find an efficient and fair way of collecting them.

stage in the supply chain at which value is created. The report

The advent of digital technology is seen as the ultimate

suggests that current models of profit taxation may retreat and

opportunity for societies to transform the tax system for the

be replaced with a broader reliance on consumption taxes,

better, making both the calculation and the collection of

‘which is the area where digital tools may perhaps have the

taxes simple and more accurate. A new report from ACCA,

biggest impact on our daily experience’.

Technology tools and the future of tax administration,

While tax administrations are keen to explore technology, its

looks closely at the practical implications for the tax system

adoption varies widely between – and within – countries, even

worldwide, discussing the main issues for policymakers and

when the technology in question is available.

decision-makers.

‘The range of individual experience and capability

The application of technology in tax is by no means new.

is probably the most diverse it has ever been in many

Throughout history, attempts to improve the calculation

workplaces,’ says the report. The success of a digitally driven

and collection of tax have triggered repeated innovations.

tax solution depends entirely on the willingness of individuals

Trigonometry, for example, has its

and businesses to adopt integrated

roots in techniques used by ancient

solutions – and that is by no

Egyptian tax inspectors to measure

means guaranteed.

irregular areas of land.

‘One of the key things about
technology,’ concludes the report,

Changing nature of data

‘is that its adoption is rarely

The modern world, though, brings

universal or instant – and it does

one crucial difference. Since the turn
of the millennium, the emphasis in
information records has shifted from
physical to electronic storage. As a
result, the ACCA report declares:
‘The character of information is
changing – its cost and, perhaps, its

‘Tax administration
is just starting
to grasp some of
the potential of
digital data’

not follow the same linear path
of progression everywhere it
appears… Approaches that work
well in one market might not work
at all in another, and external
factors can completely change
the dynamic within which the tax
system operates. Tax administrations

value too are in a state of flux.’

need to be sensitive to the local

The difference, from the point
of view of a tax administration, is that digital records are

environment, and to other factors in the local economy, before

infinitely reproducible. Thousands of items of data can be

seeking to implement costly measures that may not repay

shared at a click, and vast volumes of data can be interrogated

the investment.’

automatically by software almost instantaneously. ‘Tax

In short, the linkages between business and economic

administration is just starting to grasp some of the potential of

activities, the shape of the tax system, and the capacity and

this development,’ says the report. ‘The future is already here;

priorities of the society they inhabit are so intimate that a

it’s just not very evenly distributed.’

significant change in one inevitably affects the others. Entirely

Digitisation, of course, is not just transforming business

new taxes may be needed, but governments must remain

and the way that information is stored and accessed; it is

open to exploring the best local fit so as to balance the costs

also changing the very goods and services we produce

of implementation with the returns from it.

AB

and consume. That, argues the report, also has profound
implications for the shape of the tax systems of the future.
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Liz Fisher, journalist
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Innovation in action
The world’s tax administrations are making use of innovative
digital tools, as the following examples show:

*

Aerial imagery in the US. Aerial mapping technology has
been introduced in a Louisiana district to help assess the
tax implications of changes to properties and to prioritise
field inspections. The detailed images of properties the
technology generates are combined with tax records.
As a result, more than 6,000 property improvements not
detailed on the tax rolls were identified, bringing in a
further US$18.1m in tax revenue.

*

Electronic billing in Rwanda. E-billing machines (EBMs)
were introduced in 2013 to address the vulnerabilities
of a domestic, paper-based VAT system where the tax
authorities routinely uncovered suppressed sales figures
and false refunds. Two years later, VAT collection rates
had risen by 20% a year, and compliance times had been
slashed from 45 hours to five hours a year. The government
now plans to replace the physical EBM machines that
traders need to buy with a free, software-based equivalent
that can be used on smartphones and computers.

*

E-payments in Afghanistan. An e-payments system was
introduced in Afghanistan to tackle the theft of customs
duties (amounting to an estimated half of the sum
actually collected, which, in turn, accounts for up to 30%
of the country’s total tax revenue). The project proved
challenging – three years after roll-out, the e-system was
processing only a tiny fraction of all customs duties. A lack
of infrastructure to support the full chain of payments was
identified as a major factor in discouraging traders from
using it, but as the legal and commercial infrastructure has
moved on, so technology solutions have started to come
online and results have improved.
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Room for growth
Fast-growing SMEs define and measure growth very differently from the laggards, but
with the right strategy and ambition in place, scaling up should be possible for all

I

t is often said that small and medium-sized enterprises

Different measures

(SMEs) are the powerhouse of the economy, accounting

The ACCA report argues that ‘growth means something else

for 99% of all businesses. But while SMEs are numerous,

to more ambitious SMEs’. It points out that SMEs with higher

as a whole they are not particularly productive; in fact, most

growth rates seem to use a wider range of factors for defining

SMEs contribute significantly less to economic growth in

or measuring growth than other businesses do. In SMEs with

aggregate terms than other sections of the economy.

stable or moderate growth rates, turnover tends to be the

High-growth SMEs are a star exception to this productivity

SMEs, productivity, staff, and research and development are all

and Research, a UK-based thinktank, high-growth SMEs are

significant factors when measuring and defining growth.

a crucial source of job creation and boost productivity by

The report also looks closely at the distinctive approach

spreading technological innovations. High-growth SMEs have

that high-growth SMEs often take to scaling up the business.

also proved to be more resilient since the financial crisis than

In a fascinating exercise, it compares the actions that a

the rest of the business population; according to the OECD,

high-growth SME might take at a particular stage of its

across many economies these high-growth companies have

organisational development to the actions of a moderate-

continued to grow much as they did before the crisis.

growth SME.

So why can’t more SMEs achieve high growth? That question

For example, when a moderate-growth SME formulates

is the focus of a new ACCA report, which seeks to identify

a business plan, that plan will often include annual forecast

what drives SME growth, and discusses how SMEs can scale

targets; a high-growth SME, on the other hand, will

up successfully and adopt some of the practice of businesses

incorporate clear growth objectives, a value proposition and

with higher growth ambitions.

annual forecast targets. Similarly, when it is developing a

The report, Scale-up success: what do SMEs need to

finance function, a moderate-growth SME will typically centre

supercharge their growth?, is part of ACCA’s ongoing research

the function’s responsibilities around core accounting activities

programme examining different areas of SME growth; for the

(compliance, tax and reporting), whereas a high-growth SME

purpose of the research, SMEs are defined as businesses with

will encourage a wider range of responsibilities and a strategic

fewer than 250 employees. The aim of this stage of the research

role across the business, often appointing a chief financial

was to consider how SMEs understand and experience growth

officer or finance director at an earlier stage.

in order to help more businesses think strategically about the
steps they can take to encourage growth.

40

most significant factor for measuring growth; in high-growth

rule. According to a report from the Institute of Public Policy

The report makes seven recommendations for SMEs that
want to scale up (see box opposite). ‘Growth can come at
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any stage of an SME’s lifecycle,’ the report says. ‘This requires
business leaders to think strategically about the steps they can

Tips for scaling up

take to enable it.’ It identifies leadership as the most critical

*

scale-up success factor of all: ‘Businesses that scale up come
in all shapes and sizes, but the most successful are those that
are able to articulate a purpose and vision across all levels of
their organisation. This can feed into the creation of a growth
culture, which, among other benefits, can provide them with a
greater ability to overcome the barriers towards progress.’

‘Formalising the way such systems work and ensuring they
have the right talent on board is a crucial imperative for
coping with the growing demands of scale-up. In contrast, for
the majority of SMEs, their approach in these areas is likely to

and are committed to an organisation’s purpose and
vision, they are more likely to see its future as their own.

*

Establish a governance framework early on to help build

*

Continue developing the management team alongside

Another key factor in the success of these businesses is
their approach to management and governance structures.

Leadership must define a growth culture. When staff share

organisational resilience.
business growth – one that encompasses the broader skills
and experience required to help extend the organisation.

*
*
*
*

Integrate finance into the growth strategy.
Adopt new technologies and use the right data.
Use external advice to develop what you have.
Build an external funding network.

be relatively unstructured and informal.’
While the report stresses that there is no rulebook for
growth, it ably demonstrates that there are clear behaviours
that set high-growth SMEs apart, and therefore practical
steps that entrepreneurs can take to increase their
chances of achieving high growth.
In her introduction to the report, ACCA chief
executive Helen Brand says: ‘The most successful
SMEs are frequently run by business leaders who
are driven, industrious and innovative. The way these
entrepreneurs seek to measure and define growth is
often as varied as the wide range of businesses that
make up our global economy. Even so,
one action they consistently sought to
undertake was the development of a
clear strategic vision that set out where
they wanted their enterprise to get to
and how they would achieve this.’

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Think it through
Psychological techniques can be an effective way of solving real-world problems as
well as helping you achieve personal growth and confidence, says Rob Yeung
What is currently the biggest obstacle
or problem that you’re facing – either
at work or in life more generally?
Perhaps you feel frustrated that you

Solution finder
How do you solve a problem? Watch
Dr Rob Yeung’s video to find out at
bit.ly/ACCA-playlist.

are not being offered promotion.
Maybe you run a business and need

deepest thoughts and feelings about an

to find new clients or customers. Or

upcoming exam. Without even trying

perhaps a person or circumstance is

to turn their thoughts into a plan, this

causing you anguish.

simple act enabled the students to feel

In situations such as these,

significantly less stressed.

CPD

psychological techniques may be of
some use – they may alleviate stress

Focus on someone like you

or other psychological symptoms, for

Most people are better at advising

example. However, the better solution is

friends and colleagues than sorting out

to tackle the source of the problem. In

their own problems. However, studies

my book The Confidence Project: Your

have found that it’s possible to put this

plan for personal growth, happiness and

fact to good use.

success, I describe a process for tackling

Behavioural scientists Ethan Kross

real-world problems. Here are four

and Igor Grossmann of the University of

key insights:

Michigan, Ann Arbor found that simply
asking people to imagine they were

Write down your thoughts

advising someone else led to better,

Can you multiply 97 by 63 in your

wiser decisions. So rather than trying

head? If you try to work out the answer

to solve your own problem, imagine

mentally, you will find that it is not only

that you are counselling someone else

time consuming but you’re also likely

who happens to share your name. By

to make mistakes. But if you use pen

distancing yourself from the situation

and paper, you could no doubt do the

facing this other person, you may find a

calculation more quickly and accurately.

better solution.

Everybody accepts that working

Rather than trying
to solve your
own problem,
imagine that you
are counselling
someone else who
happens to share
your name

42

out mathematical problems is much

Work solo

easier with pen and paper or keyboard

Many organisations encourage teams

and screen – yet some people persist

to use brainstorming techniques to

in trying to work out their real-world

generate ideas for how to deal with

problems in their heads. Simply put,

problems. However, a considerable

writing allows people to structure their

body of evidence shows that group

thinking more effectively and arrive at

brainstorming is actually a sub-optimal

better solutions.

method. For example, Peter Heslin at

There may be other benefits, too. In

the Cox School of Business in Texas

a now classic study, Carnegie Mellon

found that individuals working alone

University researcher Stephen Lepore

generated both more and better ideas

instructed students to write down their

than when talking and working together.
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By all means ask others for input.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

However, a good strategy is to spend

Q

time reﬂecting alone and identifying

I will soon begin a temporary,

at least some options before

year-long assignment on a

seeking others’ advice. That way,

business transformation project that

you have a starting point – an

will significantly raise my profile. I

anchor – against which you can

have been told that the role is mainly

compare options.

about inﬂuencing stakeholders, gaining buy-in and
making change happen. How can I ensure that I make

Focus on ‘how’ not ‘why’
When faced with a complicated

the best of this opportunity?

A

The skills of being able to inﬂuence, persuade and

situation that may be causing

win over stakeholders to behave differently are highly

significant distress, some people

prized in the workplace. Master them and you will find yourself in demand for many

wonder why it may have arisen. They

leadership and general management roles.

may ask themselves questions such as

To make change happen successfully, first remember that human beings are

‘Why am I not getting promoted?’ and

innately emotional rather than rational creatures. Many people find comfort in

‘Why do they not respect me?’

tradition, routine and doing things the way that they have always been done. You

However, asking such questions

may be able to put together a commercially strong business case that explains the

may actually be counterproductive.

benefits of change. But if stakeholders do not feel that any proposed change favours

Researchers Ed Watkins and Simona

them, they will almost certainly not engage with the process.
To win people over and gain their agreement to do things differently, you must

Psychiatry in London found that people

focus on building rapport and relationships. Stakeholders are much more willing to

who ask ‘why’ questions tend to be

change their behaviour when they feel they are helping out someone they consider

measurably worse at problem solving

a warm, likeable individual or even a friend. Get to know key stakeholders. Listen

than people who ask ‘how’ questions.

open-mindedly to people’s frustrations, hopes and ideas.

Rather than asking ‘Why am I not

Then be willing to alter your plans and make concessions based on what you have

getting job offers?’, change the focus

heard. Demonstrate in your actions that you are not focused only on the business and

by asking: ‘How can I get job offers?’

making the best commercial decisions. Make compromises to show that you have

Reframe ‘Why am I not more confident?’

genuinely taken into account people’s needs and concerns. Consider that it is better

as ‘How can I be more confident?’

to have a decent plan that people willingly implement than a perhaps financially

This can seem like a trivial difference.
However, the reasons a complicated

better one that ultimately fails because people loathe it and decide to resist it.

situation has come about may not

Tips for the top

always be apparent. The science shows

How many hours do you sleep every night? Psychological scientists led by Conor

that focusing on practical actions may

Wild at Western University in Canada gathered data on both the cognitive

ultimately lead to better results.

performance and sleep habits of 10,886 participants. The researchers found that

AB

CPD

Baracaia from what was the Institute of

people who reported sleeping between seven and eight hours a night tended to
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

perform best on a battery of online cognitive tests – especially in

psychologist at leadership consulting

terms of reasoning and verbal skills. People who slept less

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

than seven hours tended to perform measurably worse;

More information

those who said that they slept only four hours a night
performed so much worse that it was equivalent to

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.

ageing them between eight and 17 years.

If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com.

hours a night. If the sample is representative of the

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

The average person reported sleeping only 6.4
general population, this suggests that many people
could do with sleeping more – and that doing so would
also lift their cognitive performance during the daytime.
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Decisions, decisions…
Making rational, informed decisions is an essential part of good management, but
our decisions are not always as logical as we may believe, warns Ben Rawal FCCA
Decision-making is an essential aspect

white’. We are most likely to encounter

of our lives. On average we make

these complexities when managing

decisions aren’t quite so ‘life and death’,

more than 30,000 choices every day.

and leading others, or when making

but sometimes our brains confuse the

Furthermore, our decisions are often

decisions that directly affect people

information we receive and invoke an

scrutinised by ourselves or others,

(including ourselves).

emotional, irrational response anyhow.

Hopefully, the majority of our daily

When this occurs, our ability to think

and our professional and personal
achievements frequently depend on

Head versus heart

logically is significantly hampered, and

the effectiveness of our judgments.

The information that helps us to make

our actions are driven by our hearts not

our many daily decisions is initially

our heads – an ‘emotional hijack’.

Working in a finance-related role
requires sound, logical decisions to be

processed in an area of our brain that

made. In most instances, we believe that

deals with emotions rather than logic.

a ‘hijack’ or not, we are likely to be

our decisions are logical, driven through

This is primarily to ensure that the

influenced by our emotions, particularly

the application of rules, consideration

information received does not relate

when making more complex or

of the facts and careful reasoning. But

to immediate danger, during which the

ambiguous decisions. On these

this becomes more complex when

need for logic becomes redundant – a

occasions, we may convince ourselves

more than one solution exists, or the

swift decision is required, based on our

(and others) that our choices are purely

decision to be made is not ‘black or

natural flight, fight or freeze response.

logical and without emotion. However,

Regardless of whether we experience

when this happens, we undertake a

Top tips for improving your decision-making

*

neurological activity known as postrationalisation – ie we find logical

Invest in your self-awareness and understanding your own emotions.

reasons for why our emotional choice

Developing a better understanding of how you are feeling is key to determining

was the ‘right’ thing to do.

when you are progressing towards an ‘emotional hijack’. By the time your

*

*
*

thoughts have been ‘hijacked’, it is more difficult to regain immediate control

We’re all individuals

and return to logical decision-making. Understanding your own emotions in

For those of us with good emotional

greater depth will also help in recognising when others, such as your team

control and awareness, another

members, are also making emotion-based decisions.

set of challenges awaits – our own

Self-reflect. The process of self-reflection involves taking the most impartial view

belief systems, cognitive biases

possible of your own actions, decisions and behaviours. This can be developed

and assumptions. All of us view the

through regular practice and through seeking feedback from others on their

information presented to us in different

perspective of your actions. The objective is to achieve a balance between the

ways, based on our own beliefs and the

positive and negative aspects of your behaviours and decisions.

assumptions we make. This explains

Accept that there may not always be a ‘right’ decision. Our beliefs, assumptions

to some extent why we can form

and cognitive biases often lead us to believe that our decisions are right. In most

different conclusions based on the same

instances, particularly when dealing with people-based decisions, there may be

information; although we may adopt

other possible choices that can be made.

a logical approach to assessing the

Challenge your own beliefs, biases and assumptions. Sometimes this can be

information we see, hear and feel, we

assisted through asking someone else to challenge what assumptions you have

unconsciously use our own beliefs to

made and what beliefs you hold when making the decisions you have. Although

determine our actions and decisions.

this may feel uncomfortable at times, it often highlights long-held beliefs that are
not based on evidence.

A simple example of how we use
our beliefs and assumptions relates
to our interaction with others. When

44
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We seek evidence
to support our
assumptions and
unconsciously
ignore information
that may suggest
our view is
incorrect
meeting someone for the first time, we
quickly form a view of the individual,
based on what the other person says or
does not say, their actions (or lack of),
and what we believe or assume about
this individual.
This explains why we can perform
a rapid ‘assessment’ of an individual
during a job interview (usually within
the first 10 seconds) without asking the
candidate a single question.

Confirmation bias
To make matters worse, the information
is quickly processed by our brain and
is subject to a naturally occurring event
called confirmation bias. In other words,
we seek evidence to support our beliefs
and assumptions, and unconsciously
ignore information that may suggest our
view is incorrect. In such instances, we
can find ourselves or others presenting
a range of arguments that make perfect
sense, and will sternly defend their
perspective on matters.
Making logical decisions is an
important part of our professional
and personal lives. Improving our
awareness of factors that could impact
our ability to make such decisions could
assist us in challenging such choices in
the future.

AB

Ben Rawal FCCA is lead consultant at
Aspire Consulting Solutions.
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The art of inclusion
A diverse workforce isn’t in itself enough – you have to engender a culture of inclusion
if employees and organisations alike are to benefit, says Alison Young
Your organisation’s commitment to

46

As a result, your key diversity

It’s a dilemma that many organisations

diversity and inclusion may be driven

indicators such as the number of

face: despite the effort that has been

by the business case or simply because

women or people of colour at senior

put in, the organisation is still some way

it’s the right thing to do. Either way,

level may be improving. However, your

from being truly diverse and inclusive.

you probably have a range of activities

organisation may be feeling there is not

to help drive more diversity where you

enough progress, and other measures

of people from minority backgrounds

need it: public pledges from senior

– including external social media or

in the organisation – is rarely the

leaders, hard and soft metrics, even

themes from exit interviews – may

single answer to this challenge. What

diversity champions and networks.

confirm the culture still isn’t inclusive.

makes the difference is when diversity

But diversity – increasing the number
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is coupled with activities to create
inclusion. Inclusivity is the only way to

Authentic inclusion

sustain an organisational culture where

There are three key ways in which inclusive leaders can commit to sustaining an

people can be truly themselves and

environment where people can be themselves.

where the talents of all, no matter their

*

difference, are maximised.

Inclusive leaders engage fully with others. They know that anxiety about getting
something ‘wrong’ can stifle debate and cause other people to hold back for
fear that they too may get it wrong. Truly inclusive leaders encourage others to

Allowed to be yourself

tell them what’s not appropriate, helping them to adjust as necessary. They are

An inclusive culture is one where people

sufficiently humble to admit in public that the phrase, word, tone or bias they
used may need to shift. And then they make that shift.

don’t have to hide a part of who they are
– whether that’s their gay partner, their
hidden disability, their ‘ethnic minority’
friends or their dependants. The human
need for belonging is so fundamental

*

Inclusive leaders treat people as individuals. They are true to what is right for the

*

Inclusive leaders talk about their values as leaders and the experiences that they

person in front of them, rather than just following company policy.
themselves have had of being excluded, whether that was not being chosen for

that when that belonging is blocked,

the sports team, not feeling sufficiently educated, or feeling left out socially when

forcing individuals to be different

surrounded by more extrovert colleagues. They remember what they needed

people at work from who they are at

when they felt excluded – someone may have reached out to acknowledge them

home, it can cause disengagement at

or explained the rules of engagement in a new team, or simply acknowledged

best, and depression and anxiety at

how it might feel to not fit in.

worst. The cost of this ‘covering’ hits
the bottom line in the form of lower
engagement, missed creativity, greater

These interpersonal dynamics might

appropriately inclusive is a useful first

be between two peers, two people of

step in being an authentic leader who

different seniority, or between a leader

can create an inclusive culture. Some

people can be all of themselves is not

and a team member. Away from the

ways to create an environment where

an easy fix. While the recruitment of

public pledges and speeches, it’s what

people can be themselves are outlined

greater diversity into an organisation

leaders do or say at a work dinner or

in the box above. Authentic leaders

can be achieved by means of a number

social event, or in the pauses between

incorporate those habits into how they

of relatively crude levers, enabling those

agenda items during a meeting, that

work with others every day, enabling

diverse individuals to feel that they

make the culture inclusive. Or not.

them to create a personal connection

belong and that they can contribute

The throwaway comments and

staff turnover and absenteeism.
But creating an inclusive culture where

even if someone doesn’t obviously fit in.

their maximum potential at work relies

gestures in those moments show who

They are mindful that the assumptions

on more subtle shifts. Those shifts begin

leaders truly are away from their role or

they make about someone from what

at the interpersonal level – between one

their status in the organisation. These

they see may not be the whole story

person and another.

are the moments that others talk about

because there may be hidden aspects

and use to evaluate the degree to which

of diversity.

the organisation really is inclusive.

Letting go of the
fear of not being
appropriately
inclusive is a useful
first step in being
an authentic leader
who can create an
inclusive culture

Authentic and inclusive leaders are
genuinely curious about others and

The minefield in the mind

are aware that it is part of the human

For a lot of leaders, being inclusive is a

condition to judge. They reflect on the

political minefield. What’s correct in one

biases they know they have as well as

situation may be judged inappropriate in

others they may not be consciously

another. Indeed, if you’re not a woman/

aware of. They treat people as

man/person of colour or a person with a

individuals, engaging fully with them,

disability, for example, how do you really

and welcome feedback so that they can

know what is appropriate?

keep learning and changing.

AB

The truth is that no one gets it right
all the time, no matter how self-aware.

Alison Young is a director of Leaders in

Letting go of the fear of not being

Change. @Leader_Insights.
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Headline confusion
Adam Deller considers how the reporting of alternative performance measures more
prominently than statutory figures is compromising transparency and clarity
The term ‘fake news’ has never been

December 2017, Domino’s UK refers

more popular, thrust into the limelight

to ‘group system sales’ of £1.18bn.

by a certain prominent American. While

Impressive, certainly – only it isn’t the

corporate reporting may seem a far

revenue that Domino’s earned in that

cry from the bear pit that is US politics,

year. The statutory revenue (reported

this historically sober affair appears

16 pages later) was actually £475m. Still

to increasingly favour what might be

very good, but far from the headline

described as sexed-up financials.

figure given.

CPD

Most of the largest companies in the

The difference is that group system

FICE advice
Adam Deller looks at the latest
developments in the IASB’s
project on financial instruments
with characteristics of equity at
bit.ly/AB-Deller3.

None of this is to point the finger
at Domino’s – 95% of UK FTSE

world now use non-GAAP measures,

sales relate to all sales made by all

100 companies use APMs. But the

often referred to as alternative

franchised and non-franchised Domino’s

confusion arising from the Domino’s

performance measures (APMs) or

stores in the UK. Now, this is clearly

figures was repeated numerous

management performance measures.

an important figure, as it can show

times, with students querying whether

Their annual reports headline corporate

the strength of the brand, and the

they should be looking at operating

numbers that differ from the statutory

volume of sales made under the brand

profit before exceptional items,

figures required from the financial

compared with the previous period. It

statutory operating profit, EBITDA or

statements, which can lead to confusion

does, however, raise a question: is this

other key metrics highlighted in the

among users.

figure more important than the statutory

annual reports.

While it is certainly the case that

revenue made by Domino’s UK, which

preparers of financial statements can

incorporates only the franchise fees

Why use APMs?

assume that users possess a reasonable

and sales to the stores themselves?

Financial statement users often

level of business knowledge, it is

As the group system sales figure also

appreciate these measures. One of the

increasingly difficult for even educated

incorporates sales made by franchisees,

major arguments for reporting them is

users to identify which figures should

which are not part of the Domino’s

that they can produce a clearer picture

be used when assessing the financial

group, it is perhaps questionable

of the underlying business than simple

performance of an entity.

whether this figure should be presented

statutory figures are able to do. Indeed,

with greater prominence than the

non-GAAP information can provide a

revenue of the group.

good link between financial results and

Misleading?
Recently at the University of Liverpool,
we set final-year degree students
a project to select a company and
then use research tools to analyse its
performance and position based on its
most recent annual reports and other
publicly available information. It wasn’t
long before they started to encounter a
common problem: which figures should
they be focusing on?
To highlight just one of the issues, let’s
take a recent example from a company’s

One US company
was recently fined
for presenting
non-GAAP figures
more prominently
than its statutory
results

financial statements. On page one of
its annual report for the year ending
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non-financial performance, and are a
way for management to highlight the

On the APM spectrum

business’s key value drivers.

Some of the alternative performance measures used by companies, all of which are

A good example of how APMs can
bring clearer information is the use of
‘total indebtedness’ by UK supermarket
chain Tesco. This figure included
the present value of operating lease
commitments, despite the liabilities
not being recorded in the statement

non-statutory or non-GAAP figures:

*
*
*
*
*

Facebook: free cashflow
Tesco: measure of total indebtedness
Vodafone: group-adjusted EBITDA
Marks & Spencer: profit before adjusted items
Diageo: organic operating margin improvement.

of financial position prior to the
introduction of IFRS 16, Leases. As

users is that non-GAAP measures can

a result, users were given a clearer

provide useful information, particularly

picture of Tesco’s longer-term debt

in relation to unusual or infrequent

commitments than the accounting

items. Importantly, users also feel that

entries under the previous standard,

transparency needs to be improved.

IAS 17, may have shown.
Despite the many good reasons

The IASB is looking to reinforce how
APMs should be used. It proposes to
allow them in the notes, and that they

increasing concern that entities may use

should complement subtotals or totals

them rather than the statutory numbers

required by IFRS Standards. The IASB

as headline figures. This can lead to a

is not contemplating any constraints

lack of transparency and clarity.

on the calculation of APMs, but it is

CPD

for introducing APMs, there is also

proposing that management should

Responses from regulators

explain why the APMs are a good

The use of APMs has become a central

reflection of the entity’s performance.

part of the primary financial statements

In addition, the entities will be

project of the International Accounting

required to reconcile the APM to the

Standards Board (IASB). The project

most directly comparable subtotal in

is examining APMs’ prominence, how

the financial statements – a practice

they are presented and whether more

that is generally adopted by most of

detailed guidance is required.

the entities applying APMs. In making

In project feedback, preparers

its proposals, the IASB hopes that

say they need flexibility to tell their

ARMs will no longer be given greater

story. And the initial feedback from

prominence than the statutory figures.
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The IASB’s focus is echoed by the

The way forward

Securities and Exchange Commission

As the IASB and the SEC get to grips

(SEC), the financial regulator in the

with the issues, it is interesting to see

US, which has become increasingly

some major companies moving towards

concerned about how APMs are being

making the GAAP or IFRS figures more

presented. To reflect the moves towards

prominent. In 2017, Google’s parent

reversing the trend, the SEC fined

company Alphabet decided it would no

security company ADT US$100,000 in

longer produce non-GAAP performance

December for presenting the non-GAAP

figures. A big part of its reasoning was

figures with greater prominence than its

to reflect stock compensation in the

statutory results.

key earnings measure, unlike Tesla, as

It is not unusual
to see entities
reporting costs
that recur
every year as
exceptional items

CPD

it saw this as a key tool in its financial

Exceptional items

structure in compensating staff. In 2017,

The use of exceptional items has long

Facebook followed suit and now adjusts

been a contentious issue, because

only for foreign currency movements in

of what qualifies as exceptional or

providing non-GAAP measures.

unusual and what doesn’t. Items that are

In both cases, there was an immediate

commonly adjusted for as exceptional

drop in earnings and an initially negative

include foreign exchange movements,

reaction from investors. As nothing

gains or losses on disposals,

had changed in the results of either

impairments and restructuring costs.

company, it showed that some users

While some of these are genuine one-

were perhaps unaware of the reality of

off items, it is not unusual to see entities

the entity’s performance, concentrating

reporting these costs as recurring every

on the non-GAAP figure instead.

year, yet still including them within the
exceptional items breakdown.
To show the impact of these, consider

The increased focus on the
prominence of non-GAAP figures,
and recent action taken by the SEC,

Tesla’s recent reporting of a GAAP loss

may result in these measures being

per share of US$5.72 that shrank to

displayed in the notes to the financial

US$1.33 when the non-GAAP figure was

statements, complementing rather than

reported. The difference came from

obscuring the statutory measures. This

removing stock compensation for staff

would boost transparency, even if there

in calculating the non-GAAP figure.

is some way to go in the identification of

Currently the IASB proposals do not

exceptional or unusual items.

AB

really deal with this situation. The IASB
proposes to introduce principles-based

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

guidance in identifying unusual or

specialist and lecturer.

infrequent items. This could go some
way toward reducing the number of
recurring items that are classed as
exceptional, although it is unclear what
the guidance will be.
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Get CPD units by answering
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting
Intangible assets

if adopted, would apply for accounting

going concern, thoroughly test

periods beginning on or after 1 January

the adequacy of the supporting

2020, with early application permitted.

evidence, evaluate the risk of

The draft amendments set out

The Financial Reporting Council
discussion paper on improvements

requirements to specifically address the

to the reporting of intangibles is

transition for a multi-employer pension

open for comment until 30 April. The

plan. For those impacted it would be

objectives are:

beneficial to look at the implications.

*
*

management bias, and make
greater use of the viability statement

*

improved transparency with a new
reporting requirement for the auditor
to provide a conclusion on whether
management’s assessment is

‘to explore the reasons why
intangibles cannot be more fully

College accounts

reflected in financial statements

The sixth-form and further education

without radical change; and

colleges accounts direction sets out the

to develop practical proposals for

Education and Skills Funding Agency’s

improvement in business reporting

financial reporting requirements.

corroborative or contradictory, when

that can be expected to be

The accounts direction outlines the

the auditor draws their conclusions

implemented in the near future.’

requirements for each college to:

With intangible assets falling within
many different areas (examples cited
include patents, copyrights, trademarks,
knowledge, skills, permits, licences,

*
*

computer software, customer lists,
relationships, business processes and
new working methods), it is important

*

prepare audited accounts to

appropriate, and to set out the work
they have done in this respect and

*

a stand back requirement to consider
all of the evidence obtained, whether

on going concern.’
More at bit.ly/frc-go-conc.

31 July 2019
submit accounts and

Tax

associated documents to ESFA by
31 December 2019

Off-payroll working rules

publish accounts on the college’s

The consultation on off-payroll working

website by 31 January 2020.

rules highlights that the public sector

that these are recognised and reported

Colleges must refer to the college

reform is being extended to the private

consistently. The paper suggests

accounts direction 2018/19 when

sector and will apply from 6 April 2020.

that ‘relevant and useful information

preparing their accounts and

It is open for comment until 28 May. The

could be provided without the need

finance record.

government, at this stage, has decided

to recognise more intangible assets

Attention is drawn to the fact

‘that the smallest organisations will not

in companies’ balance sheets’ with

that Annex D: Specific accounting

be affected by the reform and will not

information covering ‘a range of factors,

and disclosure matters has been

need to determine the status of the off-

broader than the definition of intangible

substantially updated to include

payroll workers they engage’. However,

assets in accounting standards, that are

additional reporting and transparency

many may wish to look at the rules and

relevant to the generation of value’.

requirements. For more information, see

comment on them, as it may impact in

bit.ly/gov-coll-dir.

2020 and beyond.

Pension accounting

Going concern

reform requires the fee-payer to

The consultation has now closed on

The FRC consultation on revisions to

operate the rules for tax, NICs and the

FRED 71, Draft amendments to FRS

International Standard on Auditing (ISA)

Apprenticeship Levy in the same way as

102, The Financial Reporting Standard

(UK) 570, Going Concern, proposes:

for a normal employee’.

applicable in the UK and Republic

*

You can find more at bit.ly/frc-intang.

The document is clear that ‘the

of Ireland: Multi-employer defined
benefit plans. The changes proposed,

52

‘auditors make greater effort

Access the consultation at

to more robustly challenge

bit.ly/gov-cons-opwr and provide

management’s assessment of

feedback to ACCA at advisory@
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accaglobal.com with the subject line
‘off-payroll working rules’.

Taxation standards
Professional Conduct in Relation to
Taxation (PCRT) is a pan-professional
document published by seven
leading accountancy and tax bodies,
representing an ‘industry standard’ in
relation to professional behaviour in tax
matters. Members must therefore be
familiar, and comply, with PCRT.
The latest PCRT has been updated
with a new digital structure to make
it easier to navigate and is effective
from 1 March 2019. The fundamental

Tax codes

principles and the standards have not

There are S codes for Scottish taxpayers and C codes for Welsh taxpayers. As a

changed. However, the helpsheets

reminder, it is the taxpayer’s duty, not the employer’s, to inform HMRC. These codes

have been subjected to review and new

are based on the taxpayer’s residence. The Scottish and Welsh income tax rates

criteria established for inclusion, namely

apply to wages, pensions and most other taxable income but not income from

that they should provide guidance that

dividends and interest, where the same tax as the rest of the UK applies.

supports the fundamental principles and

These tax codes apply where an individual has been identified as a Scottish or

standards that underpin professional

Welsh taxpayer because they:

conduct, rather than providing

*
*

general or specific commentary about
developments in the tax system that

are resident in the UK for tax purposes
have had a main place of residence in Wales or Scotland for more of the year
than in any other part of the UK.

could best be addressed through other

However, if an individual cannot identify one place in either Wales, Scotland or the

guidance outside PCRT.

rest of the UK (England/Northern Ireland) as their main place of residence, they’ll

Please read and digest the latest

need to determine where they’ve spent the most days.

PCRT at bit.ly/ACCA-guides-fact.

Lifetime allowance

a supplementary schedule of services

Non-resident property

The lifetime pensions cap reduced

– Making Tax Digital for VAT (MTDfV).

The Stamp Duty Land Tax: non-UK

significantly over a number of years,

This applies both for the Engagement

resident surcharge consultation is open

reaching £1m for 5 April 2016. Increases

Letters for Tax Practitioners and the

for comment until 6 May. It introduces

in line with inflation apply, and from

engagement letter templates (bit.ly/

the concept of an SDLT surcharge

6 April 2018 the cap increased to £1.03m

ACCA-engage-tax).

for non-UK resident individuals and

and to £1.055m from April 2019.

certain non-natural persons purchasing

ATED

residential properties in England and

As a reminder, the ATED charge for

Northern Ireland. The consultation

the 2019-20 period is based on the

mentions a 1% surcharge on each of

MTD for VAT

property’s value as at 1 April 2017, or

the bands.

You can find the latest support, including

the date the property was acquired if

bridging software guidance, educational

that is later, and needs to be paid by 30

existing Statutory Residence Test is ‘a

materials and other practical guidance,

April 2019. The valuation at 1 April 2017

complex piece of legislation, involving

at bit.ly/ACCA-mtd-soft.

or purchase price since that date covers

several interconnected tests which

the chargeable periods to 31 March

consider closeness of connection to

joint working party of ACCA, ATT,

2023. The next valuation date will be

the UK as well as periods of time spent

CIOT, AAT and STEP have prepared

1 April 2022.

in and out of the UK’, and proposes a

Further guidance is available at bit.ly/
ACCA-taxation.

Also, as previously highlighted, the

The consultation highlights that the
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simple test for SDLT. This would also be

Finance Act 2019

used when considering available reliefs

The Finance Act 2019 received Royal Assent on 12 February 2019. Certain key

– for example, a refund of the surcharge

provisions were passed without amendment or much debate, while others were

being available where ‘an individual

amended and heavily debated, with representations being made by ACCA.

who has been subject to the surcharge

The act includes clauses and schedules, two of which are highlighted below:

spends 183 days or more in the UK in the

Clause 41: charities – exemption for small trades, etc. The non-primary purpose

12 months following day of transaction’.

small-trading tax-exemption limit is increased for charities. The limit is 25% of the
charity’s total income in the range between £8,000 and £80,000. This translates to:

The consultation is clear that the
surcharge is an addition to the existing
rules. For example, non-UK residents

Annual charity income

Maximum non-primary purpose trading limit

Under £32,000

£8,000

£32,000-£320,000

25% of income

Over £320,000

£80,000

who meet the criteria for first-time
buyers’ relief (FTBR) will pay the
surcharge at 1% on the chargeable
consideration between £0-£300,000
and 6% (5% + the 1% surcharge) on any
portion between £300,000-£500,000.

Schedule 16: entrepreneurs’ relief. This introduced changes to the qualifying period

You can find the full consultation

and qualifying share rights. The schedule was subject to debate and change. The

containing proposals that may be

government listened to the views of ACCA and other accountancy bodies, resulting

within the next Finance Bill at bit.ly/gov-

in a government-tabled amendment to the bill. The bill as originally introduced was

stamp-nonres.

likely to catch a number of entrepreneurs who had alphabet shares and potentially
deny them entrepreneurs’ relief. The revised clause now states:

Preferential creditor status

‘(3) For the purposes of this Chapter a company is a ‘personal company’ in relation

The consultation Protecting your taxes

to an individual if:

in insolvency is open until 27 May and

(a) the individual holds at least 5% of the ordinary share capital of the company,

sets out the government’s intention to

(b) by virtue of that holding, at least 5% of the voting rights in the company are

introduce legislation in the Finance Bill

exercisable by the individual, and
(c) either or both of the following conditions are met:

to make HMRC a secondary preferential
creditor for certain tax debts paid

(i) by virtue of that holding, the individual is beneficially entitled to at least

by employees and customers on the

5% of the profits available for distribution to equity holders and, on a

insolvency of a business. It includes

winding up, would be beneficially entitled to at least 5% of assets so

deductions made under PAYE (including

available, or

student loan repayments), NIC

(ii) in the event of a disposal of the whole of the ordinary share capital of the

(employee contributions only), CIS and

company, the individual would be beneficially entitled to at least 5% of

VAT that have been deducted and are

the proceeds.

due to HMRC at the commencement of

(3A) In determining whether subsection (3)(c)(ii) applies for the purposes of any
provision of this Chapter under which a question arises as to whether or not

the insolvency.
The consultation states that for ‘all

a company is the individual’s personal company at any time in a particular

formal insolvencies that commence after

period:

6 April 2020, HMRC will move up the

(a) it is to be assumed that (so far as this is not otherwise the case) the whole of

creditor hierarchy for the distribution of

the ordinary share capital is disposed of at that time for a consideration equal

assets’ and ‘will become a secondary

to its market value on the final day of the period,

preferential creditor for the specific

(b) it is to be assumed that the amount of the proceeds to which the individual

taxes paid to a business by employees

would be beneficially entitled at that time is the amount of the proceeds to

and customers, and any interest or

which, having regard to all the circumstances as they existed at that time, it

penalties arising from such debts’. It

would be reasonable to expect the person to be beneficially entitled, and

is then stated that this ‘means HMRC

(c) the effect of any avoidance arrangements is to be ignored.’
You can find an analysis at bit.ly/ACCA-taxation.

will move ahead of holders of floating
charges (mainly financial institutions)
and other non-preferential unsecured
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creditors, but remain below holders of
fixed charges (also primarily financial
institutions) and higher-ranking
preferential creditors’.
You can find the consultation at bit.ly/
gov-tax-insolv.

VAT liability
VAT Notice 701/49: Finance has been
updated. It states that ‘Some Personal
Contract Purchase (PCP) or similar
contracts may be described as HP. If they
contain a contractually optional payment
exercisable at the end of the contract,
which at the outset of the contract is
set at or above the anticipated open
market value of the asset at the time the

SME apprenticeships

option will be exercised, they are treated

If you are thinking of employing and training a school leaver, remember that

as a supply of leasing services. There is

businesses in England that employ fewer than 50 people will be able to obtain

therefore no supply of credit, and the

funding for all of the apprenticeship training costs, up to the maximum value of the

full value of each instalment is taxable –

funding band for the apprenticeship.

even if part of the fee is shown as credit

Find out more about ACCA’s apprenticeship offer at bit.ly/ACCA-apprenticeship.

in the agreement.’
See bit.ly/gov-vat-notices.

Spring statement

Our guidance will also allow you to help

opportunity to choose from a range

clients who wish to enter awards.

of offers to switch their business
current account to a selection of

You can find an update on the key
announcements on the Spring

Free for practitioners

Statement, which took place on

Thanks to our memorandum of

13 March, at bit.ly/ACCA-taxation.

understanding with IRIS Software

is part of RBS’s commitment to boosting

Group, our practitioner firms

competition in UK business banking

can create an IRIS Openspace

following support it received from the

account with 1GB of free storage,

UK government during the financial

Entering awards

enabling firms to securely upload, store

crisis. It gives eligible customers with

In recent years, we have seen our

and approve documents.

a company turnover below £25m the

Other

members and their firms carry off a

The offer helps firms grapple with

‘challenger’ banks.
The Business Banking Switch scheme

choice to switch their accounts and take

number of awards. There’s no greater

GDPR and improve collaboration

advantage of a range of offers that will

feeling than being recognised by your

and communication with clients. IRIS

be available.

peers, with benefits including a boost to

Openspace allows you to securely share

employee morale and client recognition.

a draft set of accounts, a tax return or

or have SMEs as clients are uniquely

Accountants who work in SMEs

a financial statement with your client,

positioned to help RBS and NatWest

awards, will help individuals and firms

and clients can send bank statements,

customers decide whether switching

create a strong award entry and covers:

payslips and electronically approve

their account is right for their business.

*
*
*
*
*

the attributes of a good entry

documents. See bit.ly/ACCA-IRIS and

how to maximise impact

page 77 of this edition.

Our new guidance, at bit.ly/ACCA-

More at bit.ly/rbs-switch.

Brexit

different awards
how to counter any ‘naysayers’

Paid to change banks

You can find more on the current

tips from judges and common

Around 200,000 Royal Bank of Scotland

situation and the guidance available at

mistakes to avoid.

and NatWest customers will have an

bit.ly/ACCA-advice.
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CPD

Digital dilemma
Deciding how best to tax digital business is proving a tough nut to crack internationally,
with the UK and the rest of Europe taking matters into their own hands
Amid growing concerns that large,

for Economic Co-operation and

avoidance tools looked specifically at

multinational companies are failing

Development (OECD) on the tax

how digitisation is affecting international

to pay their ‘fair share’ of corporate

challenges of the digital economy, now is

tax rules. The fact it was action 1 shows

tax, the tech giants have been singled

a good time to take stock and evaluate

the importance attached to the issue at

out by governments for particular

how close the international community

an international level.

attention, as they can sell their services

is to consensus on how best to tax such

into foreign jurisdictions without

companies by the end of 2020.

creating a permanent establishment,
and thus avoid significant tax bills.
With the consultation ended on the
latest proposals from the Organisation

56

Going right back to the original OECD

The OECD released an interim report
in March 2018 and a discussion report in
February 2019, and further policy notes

BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit Shifting)

in October 2018 and January 2019. This

project, the first of its 15 ‘actions’

2019 note focused on two ‘pillars’ for

for equipping governments with tax

further discussion.
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The first pillar considers how the

The proposed tax will come in the

Dublin opposes the European digital

existing rules that divide up the right

form of an additional 2% tax on certain

tax and, alongside Sweden, Denmark

to tax the income of multinational

UK-generated revenues of search

and Finland, has filed objections to the

enterprises between jurisdictions could

engines, social media platforms and

Commission’s proposals, which need the

be modified to take into account the

online marketplaces. It will apply only to

unanimous approval of the EU states for

changes digitisation has brought to

companies that are profitable and make

a digital services tax to go ahead.

the world economy. This will mean re-

annual global revenues from certain

examining the ‘nexus rules’ (namely, how

services of at least £500m.

to determine the connection a company

The European Commission has

But this is not preventing European
countries unilaterally introducing digital
taxes. Spain and Italy have already put

has with a given jurisdiction) and the

already proposed its own digital services

forward their own proposals, both with

rules on how much profit to allocate to

tax, with a rate of 3% on companies

a 3% tax rate. And in December 2018,

the business it conducts there.

with worldwide taxable revenues above

France announced it would introduce

€750m (€50m of which must be in the

such a tax from 1 January 2019 after

remaining BEPS issues and will explore

EU), from 1 January 2022. However, if

the difficulties of reaching an EU-wide

two sets of interlocking rules designed

discussion on the OECD proposals has

agreement became clear. However,

to give jurisdictions a remedy in cases

made sufficient progress, the EU may

noises from Paris suggest that a deal at

where income is subject to no taxation

postpone or cancel its own proposals.

EU level might still be possible. Austria

The second pillar aims to resolve

or only very low taxation.

has also announced a similar move,
although not until 2020, which is when

‘Significant step forward’
Pascal Saint-Amans, director of
the OECD Centre for Tax Policy
international community has taken
a ‘significant step forward’ toward
resolving the tax challenges arising from
digitisation. He says: ‘Countries have
agreed to explore potential solutions
that would update fundamental tax
principles for a 21st-century economy,

final proposals.
Outside Europe, Australia is
considering responses to its digital
economy discussion paper, published
last October. While the Treasury
paper does not provide any clear
recommendations, according to
EY it implies ‘that an interim digital
services tax may be warranted given
the likelihood that no long-term global
solution is in sight’. The firm adds:

when firms can be heavily involved

‘Australia has a strong record as a leader

in the economic life of different
jurisdictions without any significant

the OECD is expected to reveal its own

Of course, much of the tax burden

in tax policy initiatives internationally

physical presence and where new and

created by these proposals will be

including its adoption of BEPS actions

often intangible drivers of value become

borne by companies based in the

and two measures largely unique to

more and more important.’

US. Steven Mnuchin, the US Treasury

Australia and the UK – namely, the

Saint-Amans adds that the digital

secretary, responded to the release of

multinational anti-avoidance law and

economy exacerbates risks, enabling

the OECD’s interim report by stating: ‘I

diverted profits tax.’

structures to shift profits to entities that

fully support international cooperation

escape taxation or are taxed at only very

to address broader tax challenges

New Zealand government announced

low rates. ‘We are now exploring this

arising from the modern economy and

in February that it too will consult on

issue and possible solutions,’ he says.

to put the international tax system

introducing a digital services tax.

But in the meantime, some jurisdictions

Meanwhile across the Tasman Sea, the

AB

on a more sustainable footing,’ but

are pursuing their own solutions. The

also declared: ‘The US firmly opposes

UK has concluded a consultation on

proposals by any country to single out

the introduction of a digital services tax

digital companies.’

from April 2020 ‘to ensure certain digital

A number of US companies in the

businesses pay tax reflecting the value

firing line of such proposals have their

they derive from UK users’.

European headquarters in Ireland.

Phil Smith, journalist
More
More information
information
Get
Get CPD
CPD units
units by
by answering
answering
questions
questions on
on this
this article
article at
at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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and Administration, believes the

The digital economy
exacerbates risks,
enabling structures
to shift profits to
entities that escape
taxation or are
taxed at only very
low rates
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The road to transparency
Finance institutions and taxpayers have been forced to set out on a gruelling
global tax transparency journey that is churning out oceans of data
It is five years since the Common

individual account holders. Other

in one place, which identifies controlling

Reporting Standard (CRS) opened the

reportable details include account

persons and beneficial owners, and

way for global tax transparency. So far

balances or value at the end of the

that has been used as a basis for

it has generated more heat than light.

calendar year or reporting periods,

CRS platforms to identify the people

and, depending on the type of

they need to report on. Then there’s

on a standard, developed by the

account, information about capital

account information that might sit in

Organisation for Economic Co-

gains, dividends and interest. This data

another system.

operation and Development (OECD),

generated by financial institutions is

to enable banks to automatically

then compared with the tax returns held

expense from technology and labour

exchange account information with

by the tax authorities in the jurisdiction

perspectives. The CRS guidance notes

foreign tax authorities. They included all

where the account holder should be

run to 174 pages. People have had

34 OECD member countries together

paying tax. If they don’t match up, the

to get to grips with alien technology.

with Argentina, Brazil, China, Colombia,

account holder may find themselves

They’ve also been dealing with Fatca,

Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Latvia,

under investigation.

which involves different processes.’

Singapore and South Africa. At time of

Alien technology

in the way of investigations, not least

writing, this number has swelled to 102

The result has been the collection

because of difficulties in interpreting its

jurisdictions including various offshore

of massive amounts of data by

rules, and many tax authorities lack the

nations and most major countries.

financial institutions to feed to the

technology to analyse the data supplied

tax authorities. ‘It has been extremely

to them. But it is early days. The first

This is ironic because the CRS initiative

labour-intensive’, says Ed Shorrock,

date for the early-adopter jurisdictions

had its origin in the so-called Fatca

a director in the Channel Islands

to receive tax information was June

(Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act)

compliance and regulatory consulting

2017, with another wave due a year later.

legislation in the US. Following the

practice of Duff & Phelps. ‘The principal

This is a very tight timeframe in which

2008 financial crisis, the US introduced

challenge has been technology. Banks

to carry out the work. Moreover, in the

Fatca to bring in tax revenue from

may have legacy systems in place with

UK for example, account holders have

US citizens who holding their wealth

bits of data in different places. You may

been given extra time to correct any

abroad to avoid US taxation. Fatca

have anti-money laundering information

anomalies in their reported tax data.

In 2014, 47 countries agreed

CPD

Lithuania, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia,

The one glaring exception is the US.

To date, CRS has produced very little

required overseas financial institutions

This was due by 30 September last year,

to automatically file returns with the US

and in some cases this deadline was

Internal Revenue Service on accounts
held by US citizens.
Fatca was passed in 2010, and the UK
government brought in its own copycat
version. Both laws took effect on 1 July
2014. Now, CRS facilitates the exchange
of account information across a great
many more jurisdictions, although the
US chooses not to take part.
The information to be exchanged
includes name, address, date of birth
and tax identification number for

58

‘There has been a fair amount of

There is no
evidence yet that it
has led to more tax
being paid in the
right jurisdictions
and less tax
evasion, but CRS is
a work in progress

relaxed. The UK tax authorities are now
turning their attention only to CRS data
received from overseas.

The successes and risks
It’s a bit early to call it a success, says
Gary Ashford, tax partner at London
law firm Harbottle & Lewis. He calls the
process, of which CRS is just a part, ‘the
journey towards transparency’. The goal
is for everyone – individuals, businesses,
trusts – to pay their taxes where and
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when they should be paid.
In one respect the OECD has
achieved success, says Shorrock.
‘Technically, it has achieved what it set
out to do, which was to get jurisdictions
to implement local legislation and to
get over 100 jurisdictions, including
all the major economic players. To
implement such a system of automatic
exchange of information, is, I think, in
the OECD’s view, a success.’

Security risk
There are some outstanding issues to
address, though. Law firm Mishcon
de Reya is among those concerned
about data safety. Its website reports
that a number of European data
protection agencies have raised
concerns about the broad nature of the
new rules and their requirement for a
generalised exchange of information

CPD

that is automatic and independent of
the existence of any actual risk of tax
evasion. It sees clients living in high-risk
jurisdictions as particularly vulnerable,
while the nature of the information
exchanged could expose millions of
individuals with a bank account abroad
to the risk of hacking and data theft.
Fiona Fernie, partner at accountancy
firm Blick Rothenberg, adds: ‘The more
data is recorded and exchanged, the
more opportunities there are for it to
be hacked. The numerous leaks of
data in the past 10 years make it clear
that use of IT has not only assisted in
easy record-keeping, transmission and
storage; it has also made it much easier

administration in relation to CRS,

future will show if this hugely complex

for information to be stolen.

Requirement to Correct – the corporate

exercise in global tax co-operation

criminal offence [in the UK].’

will fulfil the OECD’s grand vision of

‘Clients who have been subjected to
enquiries have experienced increased

The CRS initiative has so far called for

costs and stress associated with such

the exchange of a vast amount of data

enquiries, which can be very intrusive

and caused a similarly massive amount

and expensive. In addition, most with

of extra work for financial institutions.

offshore assets have seen an increased

There is no evidence yet that it has

cost of compliance, as the trustees/

led to more tax being paid in the

banks and other fiduciaries have had

right jurisdictions and less tax evasion,

to carry out significant additional

but CRS is a work in progress. The

transparency and fairness.

AB

Richard Willsher, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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The view from

£3bn

Jaclyn Gibson FCCA, chief finance officer, City of
Lincoln Council, and keen runner
My working day varies

be welcomed to avoid

Funding gap of local authorities in

according to the time

any detrimental impact

England for the next financial year,

of year. Recently it has

on residents, businesses

which was discussed by MPs in the

focused on the annual work

and visitors.

Commons on 5 February, following

required for budget and

complaints from local authorities.

council tax setting. With

I enjoy my job and working

reduced local authority

for a political organisation.

Spending cuts squeeze

funding and changes to

There are always new

the key funding mechanisms in recent

political ambitions, government

More than £40bn of cuts to government

years, each budget round is coupled

initiatives, legislation, changes in local

revenue spending on departments – not

with identifying a programme of

priorities, demand, and so on. There

including health, defence and overseas

savings and income generation. This

is always something exciting to be

aid – have been made, according to

involves working across the council

involved in. The council is ambitious

analysis from the Institute for Fiscal

with officers and elected members.

for both itself and the city, so it’s a

Studies (IFS). It adds that the provisional

In addition, the council is progressing

great time to be working for them and

plans set out in last autumn’s Budget

significant schemes, for which I develop

helping shape Lincoln’s future.

imply continued real terms cuts for

the financial business case, ensuring

those departments’ revenue spending.

the project’s viability and affordability.

My ACCA Qualification has allowed me

But even modest further savings will

I also sit on the board of each of

to progress my career and continually

now be difficult to find, following

these projects.

seek new opportunities. As the council’s
chief finance officer, I’m the local

years of contraction, warns the IFS, yet
avoiding real-terms cuts to spending

From April 2020 we will experience yet

authority section 151 officer, a position

on unprotected services would cost an

more change in how we are funded,

as set out in statute as the accountable

additional £5bn by 2023/24.

but we have not yet been provided

officer. That would not have been

with significant detail. This makes

possible without my qualification.

BMA pension rules call

financial planning extremely difficult

The British Medical Association (BMA)

beyond the short term. An end to

My advice to those embarking on their

has warned that hospitals are being

continual budget reductions would

professional accounting career would

hit by a crisis of early retirement by

be to consider going into the public

consultants as a result of restrictions

sector. There is a real need to recruit

on the lifetime pension savings limit. A

professional accountants into the public

survey of hospital consultants found that

sector; we continually struggle to recruit

six out of 10 intend to retire either when

qualified accountants.

they reach the age of 60, or earlier. The
limit on tax-free pension savings is cited
as one of the two main drivers, along
with the desire for a better work-life
balance. The lifetime allowance was
£1.8m in the 2011/12 year, but has since
been reduced and was £1.03m for the
2018/19 year.

We continually
struggle to
recruit qualified
accountants in the
public sector

I’ve got two children, so they keep
me busy outside work. I’m a wannabe
runner and have set myself a challenge
of entering my first triathlon this year.
I was part of the team that set up the
Women’s Institute in my village five
years ago and we’re now one of the
biggest in Lincolnshire.
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Charity pitched perfectly
Brighton & Hove Albion FC is bringing the multimillion-pound clout of top-flight
football to bear on improving lives throughout its local community
Launching the charity Albion in the

stadium that cost more than £100m to

in society – something he shares with

Community (AITC) was, says Phil

develop, just a short ride away from

Martin Perry, a Brighton & Hove Albion

Baldwin ACCA, its head of finance

some of the most deprived areas in the

director and AITC chair of trustees,

and operations, ‘an expression of the

south of England. So, what is the role

who realised how football could

football club’s commitment to being

of the football club and its charity in the

transform lives when he worked on the

a positive influence on the community

local area?

Huddersfield Town stadium construction

here in Sussex’.

Baldwin says the club’s owner

Working out what that means can be

Tony Bloom, a businessman and

tough, particularly for a Premier league

a philanthropist, understands the

club with a turnover of £140m, and a

important place a football club can have

project, where classrooms were included
in the build.
‘Both recognise the power football
has to influence the lives of those living
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i

Basics

ensuring the operating environment to
deliver the impact we want within our

i

CV

myriad working relationships.’

AITC’s programme

A turnover of £3.5m a year and a
headcount of 200 make the charity a

editing Financial Times publications,

wellbeing charity that encourages

significant force in Sussex. The positive

including a European investors’ guide

physical activity through, for example:

impact it has is clear from a recent

to football, Baldwin moved into the

*

working in over 148 schools

report that found AITC had directly

third sector before joining AITC.

to raise academic levels and

contributed £28m in social value to

He gained an AAT qualification,

encourage young people to be

the local community since the club’s

then self-financed his ACCA tuition,

more physically active

promotion to the top flight; that works

studying in the evening while his

a health programme at the

out as £8 of community benefit for every

two young children were asleep, and

stadium, which offers support to

£1 invested in AITC via fundraising or

using online tutors towards the end

overweight fans or local men in

grant applications.

of the training. ‘It was hard work and

*

took a lot of commitment, but it was

need of nutritional advice

*
*

*

numeracy programmes for

Close but independent

hugely fulfilling,’ he says. ‘The ACCA

schoolchildren, using rooms

AITC is keen to emphasise both its

Qualification gave a sense of purpose

overlooking the pitch, and lessons

independence as a charity and its

and a real goal to achieve. I now

themed around football statistics

strong links to the football club. Those

wonder how I did it.

working with local groups on

close links bring enormous pride and

healthcare messages – for

provide significant support. ‘There

possibilities, it presents a challenge,

example, around the early-stage

are many benefits of having such

and there’s a sense of pride in all that.’

symptoms of cancer – using the

a close relationship to the football

appeal of the club to access

club, and the club benefits from it as

hard-to-reach demographics

well,’ says Baldwin. ‘We use the brand

funded by the club, although that is

providing football sessions to

as leverage, and the club’s stock is

the perception. It also supports us in

people with disabilities and

enhanced through the work we do. The

non-financial ways, which, if monetised,

disability awareness training to

club releases assets to us, such as its

would be worth hundreds of thousands

schools and businesses.

brand, stadium and media reach. It’s a

of pounds.’

collaboration that means the football
in the local community,’ says Baldwin.
‘When the stadium was first being

‘ACCA not only opens up career

Income also comes through grants

club and charity can change local lives

and contracts from local authorities, and

for the better.’

tapping into the purses and hearts of

Key challenges are communicating

the public and the club’s 30,000 regular

developed, that sense of community

the scope of AITC’s work locally and

fans. ‘We’re converting that passion for

was integral to everything being done.

raising money. ‘We are not completely

the club into passion for the charity as

It was always going to be an asset for

well,’ he says.

the community.’ Naming the ground the

In his five years in post, Baldwin

American Express Community Stadium

has worked to stabilise the financial

was a signal of intent.
Baldwin helps set the strategic path
for AITC, steers its governance and
manages its financial affairs. He sums
up his role as asking what the charity
should do, how it should do it and how
that activity relates to the club, the local
community, local authorities and others
in the third sector. ‘My first responsibility
is to ensure the stability, resilience and
financial longevity of the charity while

62

After a degree in economics and a job

AITC is a health, education and

The numeracy
programmes for
schoolchildren use
rooms overlooking
the pitch and
have lessons
themed around
football statistics

position. ‘Typically, grants have a
lifespan of 12 months,’ he says. ‘We
want a financial model where we control
our income stream, rather than working
under an unpredictable funding cycle.’
Creating diversified income streams
– such as offering services to Sussex’s
600 schools and tapping into goodwill
among local businesses – is reducing
AITC’s vulnerability to income swings as
well as reshaping and renewing its offer.
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Promised land

on the pitch, so Baldwin and colleagues

we want to set the benchmark,’ says

The club won promotion to the Premier

have put an enormous emphasis on

Baldwin. ‘That is not only right, it also

League promised land for the start of

good governance. ‘We have invested

minimises organisational risk.’

the 2017/18 season, and Baldwin is

hugely in our organisation and are

Central to everything at AITC is a

clear that its success is central to AITC’s

a well-run charity – which has been

desire for positive, sustained impact

ability to leverage the brand. But the

recognised by the British Standards

on the communities in which it works.

charity’s income is not intrinsically linked

Institute and the Premier League; in fact,

‘If we commit to our community for

to Premier League status. ‘Our funding

we’ve helped develop a BSI kitemark for

the long term,’ explains Baldwin, ‘we

does not go up or down significantly

charity governance.’

need to be structured in a way that is

as the football club goes up or down.

That example of best practice extends

resilient.’
So while the club crests the wave at

We as a charity are able to withstand

to other areas of charity policy. Working

dropping down a division.’

with 40,000 people a year – many of

present, AITC will continue to score –

them children and young adults – means

whatever the results on the pitch.

The charity wants to be seen as much
as an example of best practice in the

safeguarding is a major focus. ‘We don’t

third sector as the football club does

want to just meet minimum standards;

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Bank Base Rates

Date
8.10.98
5.11.98
10.12.98
7.1.99
4.2.99
8.4.99
10.6.99
8.9.99
4.11.99
13.1.00
10.2.00
8.2.01
5.4.01
10.5.01
2.8.01
18.9.01
4.10.01
8.11.01
6.2.03
10.7.03
10.7.03
6.11.03

Rate
7.25%
6.75%
6.25%
6.00%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.75%
3.50%
3.50%
3.75%

Date
5.2.04
6.5.04
10.6.04
5.8.04
4.8.05
3.8.06
9.11.06
11.1.07
10.5.07
5.7.07
6.12.07
7.2.08
10.4.08
8.10.08
6.11.08
4.12.08
8.1.09
5.2.09
5.3.09
4.8.16
2.11.17
2.8.18

Mortgage Rates

Date
1.11.01
1.12.01
1.3.03
1.8.03
1.12.03
1.3.04
1.6.04
1.7.04
1.9.04
1.9.05
1.9.06
1.12.06
1.2.07
1.6.07

Rate
6.25%
5.75%
5.65%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
6.25%
6.50%
6.75%
6.50%
6.75%
7.00%
7.25%
7.50%

Rate
4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.50%
3.00%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.25%
0.50%
0.75%

Source: Barclays

Date
1.8.07
1.1.08
1.3.08
1.5.08
1.11.08
1.12.08
1.1.09
1.2.09
1.3.09
1.4.09
4.1.11
1.10.16
1.12.17
6.8.18

Rate
7.75%
7.50%
7.25%
7.00%
6.50%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.50%
3.99%
3.74%
3.99%
4.24%

Existing Borrowers - Source: Halifax

Retail Prices Index

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2004
183.1
183.8
184.6
185.7
186.5
186.8
186.8
187.4
188.1
188.6
189.0
189.9

2005
188.9
189.6
190.5
191.6
192.0
192.2
192.2
192.6
193.1
193.3
193.6
194.1

13th January 1987 = 100

2006
193.4
194.2
195.0
196.5
197.7
198.5
198.5
199.2
200.1
200.4
201.1
202.7

% Annual Inflation

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2014
2.8%
2.7%
2.5%
2.5%
2.4%
2.6%
2.5%
2.4%
2.3%
2.3%
2.0%
1.6%

2015
1.1%
1.0%
0.9%
0.9%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.1%
0.8%
0.7%
1.1%
1.2%

2007
201.6
203.1
204.4
205.4
206.2
207.3
206.1
207.3
208.0
208.9
209.7
210.9

2008
209.8
211.4
212.1
214.0
215.1
216.8
216.5
217.2
218.4
217.7
216.0
212.9

2016
1.3%
1.3%
1.6%
1.3%
1.4%
1.6%
1.9%
1.8%
2.0%
2.0%
2.2%
2.5%

April 2019

Figures compiled on 4th March 2019

2009
210.1
211.4
211.3
211.5
212.8
213.4
213.4
214.4
215.3
216.0
216.6
218.0

2017
2.6%
3.2%
3.1%
3.5%
3.7%
3.5%
3.6%
3.9%
3.9%
4.0%
3.9%
4.1%

2010
217.9
219.2
220.7
222.8
223.6
224.1
223.6
224.5
225.3
225.8
226.8
228.4

2018
4.0%
3.6%
3.3%
3.4%
3.3%
3.4%
3.2%
3.5%
3.3%
3.3%
3.2%
2.7%

HM Revenue & Customs Rates
“OFFICIAL RATE”*

Effective Date
1.3.09
6.4.10
6.4.14
6.4.15
6.4.17

Rate
4.75%
4.00%
3.25%
3.00%
2.50%

*Benefits in Kind: Loans to employees
earning £8,500+ - official rate of interest.
Official rate for loans in foreign currencies: Yen:
3.9% w.e.f. 6.6.94; Swiss F: 5.5% w.e.f. 6.7.94
(previously 5.7% w.e.f. 6.6.94).

INTEREST ON UNPAID / OVERPAID
INHERITANCE TAX

Effective Date
29.9.09
23.8.16
21.11.17

Rate
3.00%/0.50%
2.75%/0.50%
3.00%/0.50%

up to £100K
£100K+ 0-1 mth
£100K+ 1-3 mth
£100K+ 3-6 mth
£100K+ 6-9 mth
£100K+ 9-12 mth

w.e.f. 6.3.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)

2011
229.0
231.3
232.5
234.4
235.2
235.2
234.7
236.1
237.9
238.0
238.5
239.4

2019
2.5%

Source: ONS

INTEREST ON LATE PAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Effective Date
27.1.09
24.3.09
29.9.09
23.8.16
21.11.17

Rate
3.50%
2.50%
3.00%
2.75%
3.00%

Effective Date
6.11.08
6.12.08
6.1.09
27.1.09
29.9.09

Rate
2.25%
1.50%
0.75%
0.00%
0.50%

INTEREST ON OVERPAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Certificates of Tax Deposit

w.e.f. 6.2.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
0.75% (0.25%)

w.e.f. 9.1.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.50% (0.75%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)

Encashment rates shown in brackets. Above rates are paid gross but are liable to tax.

Late Payment of Commercial Debts

From
1.7.17
1.1.18

LIBOR
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

To
30.12.17
30.6.18

Rate
8.25%
8.50%

From
1.7.18
1.1.19

To
31.12.18
30.6.19

Rate
8.50%
8.75%

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
For contracts from 1.11.98 to 6.8.02 the rate applying is the Bank of England
Base Rate that was in place on the day the debt came overdue plus 8%.

2016
0.59%
0.59%
0.59%
0.59%
0.59%
0.56%
0.49%
0.39%
0.38%
0.40%
0.38%
0.37%

2017
0.36%
0.36%
0.34%
0.33%
0.29%
0.31%
0.29%
0.28%
0.34%
0.40%
0.52%
0.52%

2018 2019
0.52% 0.91%
0.58%
0.71%
0.71%
0.61%
0.67%
0.79%
0.80%
0.80%
0.82%
0.89%
0.91%

3 MONTH INTERBANK - closing rate on last day of month

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Regulations 2002
For contracts from 7.8.02 the rate is set for a six month period by taking the
Bank of England Base Rate on 30 June and 31 December and adding 8%.

Courts
ENGLISH COURTS

2012
238.0
239.9
240.8
242.5
242.4
241.8
242.1
243.0
244.2
245.6
245.6
246.8

2013
245.8
247.6
248.7
249.5
250.0
249.7
249.7
251.0
251.9
251.9
252.1
253.4

2014
252.6
254.2
254.8
255.7
255.9
256.3
256.0
257.0
257.6
257.7
257.1
257.5

2015
255.4
256.7
257.1
258.0
258.5
258.9
258.6
259.8
259.6
259.5
259.8
260.6

2016
258.8
260.0
261.1
261.4
262.1
263.1
263.4
264.4
264.9
264.8
265.5
267.1

2017
265.5
268.4
269.3
270.6
271.7
272.3
272.9
274.7
275.1
275.3
275.8
278.1

2018 2019
276.0 283.0
278.1
278.3
279.7
280.7
281.5
281.7
284.2
284.1
284.5
284.6
285.6

Source: ONS

% Change Average Weekly Earnings
2014
1.5%
2.3%
1.8%
-1.4%
0.6%
0.4%
0.5%
0.7%
1.4%
1.9%
1.7%
2.6%

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Whole GB economy unadjusted
*Provisional

2015
1.3%
0.4%
4.3%
2.7%
2.7%
2.0%
3.6%
3.2%
2.0%
1.9%
2.1%
1.8%

2015
615.3
615.4
620.0
642.6
643.0
659.9
657.1
665.6
656.3
660.6
659.2
660.2

2016
680.0
667.8
688.9
692.9
699.1
717.8
708.6
692.5
692.5
701.0
702.1
704.7

All Houses (January 1983 = 100)

Exchange Rates

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

YEN
132
143
172
178
161
139
149

MARCH
US$ SFr
1.60 1.44
1.52 1.44
1.67 1.47
1.48 1.44
1.44 1.38
1.25 1.25
1.40 1.34

2017
1.6%
2.4%
2.5%
1.3%
2.1%
2.9%
1.7%
2.4%
2.3%
2.5%
2.5%
3.2%

2018
2.8%
2.3%
2.6%
2.6%
2.5%
2.1%
3.3%
3.5%
2.8%
4.3%
3.4%
2.8%*

2017
705.4
699.5
708.1
718.8
723.5
722.1
723.6
727.9
725.1
726.0
727.1
712.3

2018
719.2
715.0
736.8
720.3
734.7
749.3
755.8
748.2
726.4
737.0
722.0
734.4

2019
718.5

Figures include bonuses and arrears
Source: ONS

House Price Index

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2016
2.7%
1.1%
2.3%
3.0%
2.4%
2.4%
2.6%
2.1%
2.5%
2.9%
3.0%
1.9%

Source: Halifax

on last working day

€
1.20
1.18
1.21
1.38
1.26
1.17
1.14

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

DECEMBER
YEN US$ SFr
139 1.62 1.48
173 1.65 1.47
186 1.56 1.54
178 1.48 1.47
143 1.23 1.25
151 1.35 1.32
140 1.28 1.26

Income Support Mortgage Rate

Effective Date Rate

17.6.07
12.8.07
13.1.08

7.08%
7.33%
7.08%

Effective Date Rate

16.3.08
18.5.08
16.11.08

6.83%
6.58%
6.08%

€
1.23
1.20
1.28
1.36
1.17
1.13
1.11

Effective Date Rate

1.10.10
6.7.15
18.6.17

3.63%
3.12%
2.61%

From 1.10.10 the standard interest rate will be the BoE published
monthly avge mortgage interest rate. Can claim mortgage interest
on, up to £200,000 of the motgage. Waiting period 39 weeks.

SCOTTISH COURTS

Decrees: Court of Session & Sheriff Courts 8% w.e.f. 1.4.93 (previously
Judgment Debts: High Court (& w.e.f. 1.7.91 County Courts) 8% w.e.f.
15% w.e.f. 16.8.85).
1.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 16.4.85).

NORTHERN IRISH COURTS
Funds in Court: Special Rate (persons under disability) 0.5% w.e.f.
1.7.09 (previously 1.5% w.e.f. 1.6.09). Basic Rate (payment into court) Judgment Debts: High Court: 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f.
2.9.85). County Court 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 19.5.85).
0.1% w.e.f. 6.6.16 (previously 0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09).
Interest on amounts awarded in Magistrate Courts 7% w.e.f. 3.9.84.
Interest in Personal Injury cases: Future Earnings - none. Pain &
Suffering - 2%. Special Damages: same as “Special Rate” - see Funds ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
in Court above (½ Special Rate payable from date of accident to date England & Wales: Interest on General Legacies: 0.1% w.e.f. 6.6.16 (previously 0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09). Interest on Statutory Legacies (for deaths
of judgment).
before 1 October 2014): 6% w.e.f. 1.10.83 (previously 7% w.e.f.
Interest Rate on Confiscation Orders in Crown & Magistrates Courts: 15.9.77): Interest on Fixed Net Sums (for deaths from 1 October 2014):
Bank of England rate at date of death (currently 0.50%) w.e.f. 2.11.17.
same rate as applies to High Court Judgment Debts.

All rates and terms are subject to change without notice and should be checked before finalising any arrangement. No liability can be accepted for any direct or
consequential loss arising from the use of, or reliance upon, this information. Readers who are not financial professionals should seek expert advice.

Data specially compiled for

by www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk

The UK’s largest provider of savings and mortgage data

Tel: 01603 476476

The view from
Brian Chapman FCCA, director of group taxation at
BAE Systems, and football and live-music fan

90%

I studied economics and

It began with seven years in

politics at university, while

corporate tax at EY before

initially rebelling against

a secondment to HMRC,

finance team lacks the skills to support

my parents’ suggestions

where I met a lot of good

enterprise digital transformation.

to become an accountant.

people. It was rewarding

Source: Association of International

However, after completing

working there on re-writing

Certified Accounts/Oracle

a graduate management

tax law into plain English.

trainee scheme at the Post

of global finance leaders say their

Office, I realised I wanted a professional

I spent a decade at Unilever,

Balance sheet boost

qualification. I flirted with surveying,

culminating in being head of tax,

The implementation of IFRS 16,

but my brain wasn’t really wired for it. I

before moving to BAE Systems. I

Leases, is putting around £180bn

completed some career assessments, all

manage 40 staff globally, of whom 25

onto the balance sheets of FTSE 350

of which pointed strongly to a career as

are UK-based. We focus on supporting

companies, analysis by specialist

a company secretary or accountant.

new business development, M&A and

software provider LeaseAccelerator

on ensuring compliance is efficiently

calculates. Royal Dutch Shell alone will

Working while studying gave me

managed and up to date. Our main

hold about 10% of the total, at £18.3bn

valuable experience and after scoring

customers are governments, and I

of extra reported liabilities. Two other

65% in my tax exam it was logical to

emphasise building collaborative

companies – BP and Sainsbury’s – will

specialise in this area. Tax is always

working relationships with the relevant

have to report more than £10bn of

changing and I relish the fact you need

tax authorities as a priority.

extra liabilities. Vodafone will need to

to keep learning too. The qualification,

report an additional £8.6bn, IAG £6.8bn

which I took in three years, has proved

When considering career plans I advise

to be a springboard for all I’ve achieved.

younger colleagues to focus on good

and BT £6.6bn.

project management and building

Tesco execs cleared

My career has straddled the private

relationships. Senior staff give jobs

Three former senior Tesco executives

and public sectors, and practice.

to people they can trust to deliver.

have been acquitted by a criminal court

I appreciate this is fairly unique, and I’ve

Both skills are crucial. I benefited from

of charges relating to an alleged £250m

benefited hugely from such exposure.

attending industry groups and getting

accounting error. Former Tesco finance

exposure to people at senior levels.

director Carl Rogberg, former managing
director Christopher Bush and former

I like seeing an
end-product,
whether that is
putting an aircraft
carrier out to sea
or a product on a
supermarket shelf

My move into industry was driven

food commercial director John Scouler

by a desire to be more involved in a

were found not guilty on all charges

business and contribute directly to

of fraud and false accounting. There

a company’s future. I like seeing an

has been strong criticism by the

end-product, whether that is putting an

former Tesco executives of a deferred

aircraft carrier out to sea or a product on

prosecution agreement entered into

a supermarket shelf.

by the retailer and the Serious Fraud
Office (SFO), in which Tesco accepted its

Outside of work, football and music

guilt. The failure of the SFO to achieve

help me relax. I am a season ticket

verdicts over any of the charges has

holder at Fulham Football Club and

increased pressure on the office.

enjoy seeing live music.
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Expectations GAAP
Companies have been criticised for using non-GAAP measures in their annual reports –
effectively overstating their profits. Concerns are mounting as the practice grows
A bond prospectus is a sales document
– literally. So there was some small

‘Troublesome practices’: the SEC view

commotion when office rental company

In her keynote address to the 2016 annual conference of the International Corporate

WeWork included a non-GAAP

Governance Network, former SEC chairman Mary Jo White declared: ‘In too

measure called ‘community-adjusted

many cases, the non-GAAP information, which is meant to supplement the GAAP

EBITDA’ in its recent prospectus.

information, has become the key message to investors, crowding out and effectively

WeWork is a typical ‘unicorn’ startup:

supplanting the GAAP presentation. [Many senior SEC staff] have spoken out

a company that has a valuation in the

frequently about our concerns to raise the awareness of boards, management and

billions but has never turned a profit. Its

investors. The staff have issued guidance addressing a number of troublesome

business model relies on leasing offices,

practices which can make non-GAAP disclosures misleading: the lack of equal

refurbishing them and renting them

or greater prominence for GAAP measures; exclusion of normal, recurring cash

out to (largely) small and medium-sized

operating expenses; individually tailored non-GAAP revenues; lack of consistency;

companies. It is not a complex business,

cherrypicking; and the use of cash per share data. I strongly urge companies to

so what is behind the company’s

carefully consider this guidance and revisit their approach to non-GAAP disclosures.

‘accounting for the community’ metric?

I also urge again that appropriate controls be considered and that audit committees

WeWork appears to consider its

carefully oversee their company’s use of non-GAAP measures and disclosures.’

community-adjusted EBITDA as a piece
of information essential to investors
who wish to understand its business.

business, so it has found another way

But its approach has drawn criticism

to report what it thinks is important.

trend in using non-GAAP measures

from some, who claim it is corporate

The problem is that it also makes the

to describe a business is open to

nonsense-speak intended to obscure

company look good in the process,

manipulation. There are concerns

understanding of the business.

an outcome that will inevitably draw

among investors and regulators that

scrutiny from sceptics.

companies use APMs to inflate profits,

The metric has its defenders. But
the point is that where one person

obscure recurring items and shroud

sees an abstraction of something

Everyone’s at it

their business model in language that is

relatively straightforward, another sees

WeWork is not alone in its use of non-

not comparable across their sector.

a clarification of something that, if not

GAAP metrics. A 2016 PwC study, An

unique, is still perfectly fair.

alternative picture of performance,

being misled into treating non-GAAP

The bottom line is that WeWork

66

Concerns are growing that the

There are also fears investors are

found that 95% of UK FTSE 100

with the same reverence as the audited

believes that extant reporting standards

companies report using alternative

numbers. The former chairman of the US

are not sufficient for describing its

performance measures (APMs).

Securities and Exchange Commission
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Mary Jo White worries whether analysts

equivalent. But somehow these

are distinguishing between them at all

regulations don’t seem to be stopping

(see panel opposite).

the trend, as Hoogervorst puts it,

Multiple studies show that there is
a crucial difference between profit
reported under GAAP and profit

of non-GAAP numbers ‘getting
increasingly detached from reality’.
But would expanding the audit to

reported under non-GAAP. Research by

include APMs help? Recent events

Citi in 2016 showed there is as much as

suggest that auditors are already

a 30% difference between the two. That

struggling with their current brief. As

is easily the difference between being

super-investor Carl Ichan points out,

very solvent and very bankrupt.

unsettlingly, ‘even GAAP numbers

So why do investors rely on non-GAAP

are suspect’. Expanding the scope of

reporting at all? And why aren’t APMs

the audit to cover myriad non-GAAP

audited? It’s important to recognise that

measures would put even more pressure

financial reporting standards are both

on the audit.

unwieldy and tremendously flexible.

And isn’t part of the point of non-

This creates what the chairman of the

GAAP measures that they sit outside

Research in 2016
showed there is
as much as a 30%
difference between
profit reported
under GAAP and
profit reported
under non-GAAP

strict frameworks? If they became
subject to audit, companies and
investors might think up new ways to

International Accounting Standards

talk about performance or to seek

Board, Hans Hoogervorst, calls ‘an open

information and thereby advantage.

invitation for non-GAAP to step in’ (see

The difficulty is that only

how the IASB is addressing the issue

sophisticated investors have the skills

on page 48). The standards are also

to challenge non-GAAP numbers,

backward-facing.

and there are a great many investors

So, it’s arguably natural that investors
seek information that cannot be
adequately measured by GAAP. But
what they are presented with

who do not meet that definition.
Warren Buffet, a long-time critic of
non-GAAP (but whose investment
company Berkshire Hathaway

in the world of non-GAAP

does make use of APMs)

disclosures – sometimes

believes that accounting

rose-tinted figures – may not

literacy is key:

be what they seek, or find.

investors, he believes,

Investors broadly trust

should understand it

non-GAAP partly because

like a ‘native language’

regulations require companies

to unravel its more

to match their non-GAAP

artistic uses.

numbers to the closest GAAP

Some combination of
standards-setting, regulation and
investor pressure on companies that
are particularly creative with their use
of non-GAAP seems to be required.
As Deutsche Asset Management’s
David Bianco puts it: ‘The best measure
lies somewhere between GAAP and
non-GAAP.’

AB
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Plan to save
A strategic approach to procurement can make savings that directly impact the
bottom line, without beating up your suppliers in the process, says David Kendall
Today’s markets for indirect
expenses are a moving target.

and net value of the business.
Cost isn’t everything of course;

The key to saving costs across all

service and quality is equally if not

categories of indirect expense is

more important, but there are some

to ensure that your cost profile is

simple steps that you can take to

always aligned with, or ideally better

achieve a happy medium, potentially

positioned than, the marketplace

without even moving supplier.

and companies of a similar size and
expenditure level.
Most companies are highly skilled

First, it’s important to plan your
strategy and approach for indirect costs
at the budgeting stage. If you just base

in procuring raw materials, resale

your forecasts on the prior year, you

products and human resources. Rarely,

could be forced into reacting to contract

however, do they apply the same

renewals or issues as they arise.

strategic procurement approach to

It’s often a buyer’s
market and there’s
no commercial
reason for paying
over the odds

When it comes to renewals, many

indirect expenses. Any savings that can

companies renew early, but this is often

year-on-year cost savings and a defined

be made across these 100-plus cost

influenced by brokers who are trying to

need for fixed budgets. If neither

categories are essentially pure profit,

secure their commission for the coming

apply, it would be better to re-tender

and it doesn’t take many wins to make

period. There should be only two

a few months down the line than make

a significant impact on the bottom line

drivers for early renewals: the need for

a wrong and costly decision. Deals
shouldn’t be longer than 12 months

Ripe for review
Here are some tips for making savings in specific cost areas.

*
*
*
*
*

unless there is a cost saving – after all,
nobody has a crystal ball for where the
markets are going.

Consider warehousing solutions. Businesses are increasingly adopting 3PL
(third-party logistics) solutions, which can remove huge fixed overheads and

Volume sensitivities

replace them with a variable cost that is contingent on activity.

Then there’s volume-sensitive pricing

Beware of over-specification. Many procured products are over-specified, and

to consider. Are you actively managing

better value alternatives are available. Packaging is a case in point: why use

your indirect cost profile – ie obtaining

double-skinned corrugated cardboard boxes where single skin would suffice?

monthly activity reports from suppliers

Look at non-branded products. Companies often buy expensive branded

and monitoring your profile? Pricing for

products, such as printer cartridges and janitorial products, where comparable

most indirect costs is volume-sensitive,

generic lines would do, at a fraction of the price.

but it doesn’t take much for activity

Understand charging structures. Charges for communications such as mobile

levels to deviate from the agreed rate.

and fixed-line phones can be unnecessarily complex. Savings of 30-40% in these

Suppliers are often quick to penalise

areas can be achieved if you understand the components that make up the

under-activity but are rarely proactive

overall charge. Invest a little time in trying to understand the mechanisms.

in correcting their pricing for increased

Keep an eye on energy brokers. It’s a challenge to make savings in the

volumes. It’s worth keeping a keen eye

current rising market, but this doesn’t mean you need a broker. Managing these

on this to ensure you’re getting the

costs internally is easier than you might think. Tender to the Big Six energy

appropriate rate.

suppliers on a 12- and 24-month basis, and use a simple spreadsheet to analyse
the results.

Another challenge is the increasing
consolidation among suppliers as
large corporate vendors expand into

68
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different markets and products. If you
see your volumes are increasing with a
particular supplier, you could suggest a
rebate mechanism. Nearly all suppliers
are familiar with this structure, and it
can yield some meaningful payments if
spend levels are high enough.
If you’re part of a group, it’s also
worth considering group deals. Rarely
are indirect costs managed congruently
and consistently across all locations.
We often see different offices paying
different prices and buying different
products. You should aim for one deal,
one invoice, with one account manager,
and implement simple controls to
monitor activity.
What about your tendering process?
It’s not ethical to ‘beat up’ your
suppliers, and it will damage valuable
relationships. The markets dictate
what you should be paying, so you
need to test them via a tender process.
Be fair to the suppliers – don’t go
through a tender process if you have
no intention of migrating. Set out your
success criteria from the start, and by
all means include the current supplier.
Offer the final two or three suppliers
a meeting and select the optimum
solution. Tender blind and create a
request-for-proposal document for
high-spend areas.
Last but not least you need to
manage risk. You should ensure you
have back-up suppliers for indirect
costs that are critical to your supply
chain. The tender process will help you
identify these.
If you build the above considerations
into your strategy, you should be
able to drive efficiencies in your
procurement. Remember, it’s often
a buyer’s market in the indirect cost
space, and there is no commercial
reason for paying over the odds.

AB

David Kendall FCCA is a partner at
Auditel UK.
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On the digital trail
Mariam Absar ACCA offers an overview of the challenges and complexities involved in
corporate forensic analysis, and looks at how investigators go about their work
The massive intrusion into everyday

investigations in the digital sphere

life and business operations alike by

comply fully with the law.

technology shows little sign of coming

evidence source:

*

to an end. One byproduct of this

may turn to digital forensics include

phenomenon is that the true history of

hacking, unauthorised use of corporate

events or incidents can increasingly be

computers and any physical crime

outgoing network traffic to ascertain

teased out through the careful analysis

committed by a suspect in possession of

how an event was carried out and to

of digital activity.

a computer or any other IT device.

determine internal/external threats.

Digital footprints, if captured properly,

CPD

Examples of investigations that

Digital forensics is divided into
two broad categories, based on the

Digital forensics can help companies

*

Networks. This covers the
assessment of incoming and

Devices. This covers the assessment

can be turned into digital evidence,

unravel the chain of events and collect

which can lead to the indictment

material evidence. Examples include

or vindication of an individual or

when corporate information is disclosed

organisation in civil or criminal cases.

without permission – for example, when

Digital evidence needs to be gathered

And with some 20 billion internet-

an employee steals intellectual property

and treated with care as any negligence

enabled devices expected to be in

from their employer and passes it

may impact its integrity and useability.

existence by 2020, digital’s scope for

on to a competitor or uses it to set

Evidence presented in the report and

supporting investigations is huge.

up a competing company – or other

investigation should be admissible,

non-violent and financially motivated

authentic, complete, reliable and

– the collection and analysis of data

crimes that are committed by business

believable.

from computers and other electronic

professionals or governments.

This work is called digital forensics

devices with the purpose of obtaining

and collection of evidence from IT
devices such as laptops, tablets and
external drives.

The investigating team’s primary
concern is to determine the validity of

evidence that can be used in courts

Reconstructing the truth

the types of forensic tool used for data

of law as admissible and acceptable

The main goal of any forensic

and evidence collection. For example,

evidence. Any failure to observe

investigation is to reconstruct the truth

using unlicensed software or following

adequate search and seizure process

of an event by discovering residual facts

inadequate procedures may result in

can ruin an investigation, regardless of

(‘remnants’) on an IT system. These

the evidence gathered being ruled

how incriminating the evidence is, so

remnants can subsequently be used in

inadmissible. If the software is open

it is particularly important that forensic

court as evidence.

source, the forensic team should ensure
it is the authorised and verified version.

Michael Jackson trial
Digital forensics was used in the trial
of singer Michael Jackson’s doctor
Conrad Murray. After Jackson died in
2009, the autopsy concluded his death
was from acute Propofol intoxication.
Investigators discovered authorisation
on Murray’s computer and iPhone of
lethal amounts of the drug, and he
was convicted in 2011 of involuntary
manslaughter for Jackson’s death.

It is important to maintain the record

The main goal
of any forensic
investigation is
to reconstruct
the truth of an
event by finding
residual facts on
an IT system

of collected evidence as required by the
local jurisdiction. There must also be
adequate facilities for safe storage and
easy retrieval of data and devices – they
may need to be produced in court.
Key guiding principles for forensic
investigators include: do not surf the
internet, check emails or perform general
IT duties from the forensic workstation;
and never allow peer-to-peer file-sharing
applications to be run on the same
network as the forensic workstation.
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Given the spread of digital technology

How digital forensics works

in the workplace, and the large amounts

The overall process of performing digital forensics involves three main steps:

of digital data created, digital forensics

*

is set to be a significant growth area.

Acquisition. Identifying and collecting data and physical evidence relating to the
incident under investigation while maintaining the integrity of the collected data

Digital forensic procedures may be

and evidence through chain-of-custody procedures. During this phase, data is

time-consuming and disruptive, but

copied from the suspect storage device to a trusted device using forensic tools

the potential costs of not conducting a

designed to ensure that the suspect device is modified as little as possible and

proper digital forensic examination may

that all the data is copied.

be substantial – if not disastrous.

AB

*

Analysis. Relevant information from the data and evidence collected during the
acquisition phase is extracted using forensic tools that maintain the integrity of

Mariam Absar ACCA is director of

the evidence. During analysis, the information is generally divided into three

advisory services at Limitless Consulting

categories: evidence that supports the investigation; evidence that contradicts it;

in United Arab Emirates.

and evidence that neither supports nor contradicts the investigation, but merely

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

proves whether systems were tampered with or not.

*

Presentation. Depending on the type of investigation, the conclusion and
corresponding evidence from the investigation will be presented in a report to
the board of the company and/or the judge or jury in a court of law.
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Take to the floor
Andrew Elsby-Smith FCCA, group FD of vinyl flooring manufacturer Amtico
International, reveals that success can be just as much of a challenge as crisis
You may not have heard of Amtico
International but you have almost

i

CV

my ticket into Amtico,’ he says. ‘I didn’t
know anything about flooring or the

certainly had close contact with its
products. As its group finance director

2017

construction sector but I had good

and vice president of international

MSc in Professional Accountancy,

private equity experience, which they

operations Andrew Elsby-Smith puts

University of London (see also page 80)

needed after the buyout.’

2008

the company was sideswiped by the

Group FD and VP, international

financial crisis. ‘We are very dependent

operations, Amtico International Ltd

on the health of the construction

But a few months after he joined,

it: ‘If you’ve shopped in the UK, you’ve
walked on an Amtico floor.’
Coventry-based Amtico International
began life in 1964 as a joint venture

sector, which is usually the first into

between textiles manufacturer
Courtaulds and flooring company

2007

a crisis and the last out,’ says Elsby-

American Biltrite, and invented luxury

Partner, Resolve Gets Results LLP

Smith. The company restructured,

vinyl tiling (LVT); Courtaulds acquired

management consultancy

took a tight control of its costs and
weathered the storm.

the entire business five years later.
Today, Amtico manufactures and

2006

sells LVT flooring to commercial and

FD, Woodward Foodservice Ltd

residential customers around the

World’s longest job interview
With AAC Capital looking for an exit,

world. It looks remarkably similar to real

1992

the management team began seeking

wood, stone or ceramic tile, but has the

FD, Wedgwood, part of Waterford

a buyer. While Mannington Mills was

hardwearing durability of vinyl.

Wedgwood Plc

keen to acquire Amtico, it did not have

‘It’s plastic, yes, but it’s beautiful,’ says

the money to complete the deal ‘so we

Elsby-Smith. ‘People are often amazed

1980

agreed to help them raise it’, Elsby-

that it isn’t real wood. But it’s so much

Business administration apprenticeship,

Smith says. He played a key role in the

more resilient than the real thing.’

then various roles at Michelin Tyre Plc

year-long process with notable success,

Vinyl flooring may have been seen as

which persuaded the US company

unfashionable in the past, but the sector

to keep him close once the deal was

is now growing strongly thanks to high

the Western world who made it,’ says

complete. ‘It was effectively the longest

demand from the retail and hospitality

Elsby-Smith. Its response to competition

job interview in the world,’ he quips.

sectors and advances in design and

from Chinese manufacturers has been to

technology that have made the

add manufacturing capacity in the West.

products look all but indistinguishable
from natural materials.

In 2012, four years after he joined,

While a good portion of the finance
responsibility he previously held
was inevitably transferred to the US,

the company was sold to Mannington

his other role as vice president of

Mills, one of the oldest and largest

international operations – a marketing,

Growth-fuelled competition

flooring manufacturers in the US. At the

sales and business development

Unsurprisingly given the strong

time, Amtico was owned by the private

position – has more than filled the gaps

growth in LVT demand – the sector

equity business AAC Capital, following a

and is centred around the Middle East,

has expanded by more than 60% since

management buyout in 2006.

Australasia and Asia, where Amtico is

2011 – Amtico has had to work hard to

72

food distributor, Woodward. ‘That was

Elsby-Smith joined the company two

pushing hard to grow its business.
‘The sale to Mannington Mills was

fight off competition from new entrants,

years later after more than a decade with

particularly in South-East Asia. ‘Until

the ceramics manufacturer Wedgwood

a big change for me,’ he says. ‘I went

recently, we were the only people in

and a stint with a private equity-backed

from being the CFO of a private equity
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business to being a divisional FD within
a US family-owned business. But we’ve
been fortunate: we have been given a
lot of autonomy in running the business
as we see fit.’
Amtico has gone from strength
to strength since 2012 (turnover is
now in the region of £185m a year),
although that success has brought
challenges of its own. ‘Since we were
bought by Mannington Mills, every

‘We are constantly
looking at how
to take a penny
out, how to trim
costs by 1%. It’s
a way of life. You
always have to
reinvent yourself’

architect and you won’t see fruition for
nine to 12 months, so you need to think
carefully about where you place your
chips on the board. But because we’re
not huge, we can be agile.’
It is a way of life, he points out,
that will be familiar to any modern
manufacturer. ‘We are constantly
looking at how to take a penny out,
how to trim costs by 1%. You always
have to find a better way, you always

year has been a record year for us,’ he

have to reinvent yourself. Manufacturing

says, ‘but we need to have control of
our own manufacturing capability in

to get in early with the constructor or

While investing in new technology will

in this country isn’t dead; we’re doing

order to differentiate ourselves from

also help Amtico increase its capacity,

well. It’s a fantastic story to tell. And I

others. We desperately need a new

the fight to stay competitive is very

love to tell it.’

factory in the UK, which would allow

much ongoing. ‘This business is not

us to double our capacity here.’

about quick sales,’ he says. ‘You need

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Socially awkward
The latest article in our ‘basics’ series looks at how the views you share on social media
platforms aren’t your personal property but can impact on your profession and career
Maroon yourself for a moment on

what you’re posting and know what your

Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal fined him

a desert island. You have plenty of

values are, you are on safe ground.’

£2,500 and ordered him to pay £10,000

food and drink supplies. You lack only

But not everyone is as self-aware. In

in costs. It found he had acted with a

human contact. Luckily, you have a fully

2018 an ACCA member was severely

lack of integrity and failed to uphold the

charged smartphone with wifi. Online

reprimanded by ACCA’s disciplinary

confidence that the public places in the

an angry world leader is tweeting. The

committee for breaching its code of

profession. The tribunal acknowledged

latest edition of AB magazine has just

conduct, and had to pay £9,000 in costs.

that the solicitor had himself suffered

gone live. A kitten is skateboarding. All

During the hearing, the committee

‘abhorrent’ online abuse, which ‘it

is right with the world. You can send

described the posts as ‘derogatory,

considered to be of the vilest, most

AB articles on LinkedIn, mute the world

homophobic, racist, sexist and highly

extreme and unacceptable nature’, but it

leader’s angry tweets, and email the

offensive’. The member, who was clearly

still found him to have contravened the

kitten video to friends.

identifiable as an ACCA member on his

professional code of conduct.

Social media has a lot to recommend

Facebook page, acknowledged that

Other than via professional bodies,

it to professional accountants in their

his posts ‘were totally inappropriate

there are few routes for complaints

personal capacity – as long as you

and that they had the potential to

against online conduct. The UK has

are mindful of the pitfalls. ‘It’s great

cause serious harm and offence to third

no single watchdog for online activity,

for putting across the best version of

parties’. He said he was ‘mortified’.

although the government published

In 2018, the Solicitors Regulation

a range of measures last year and is

yourself,’ says Sharon Critchlow, business

working towards new legislation.

owner and ACCA Council member.

Authority charged a lawyer with posting

‘People might worry about saying the

offensive tweets. It was clear from his

Meanwhile, if you find yourself on

wrong thing, but if you’re conscious of

Twitter feed that he was a lawyer. The

the receiving end of abuse, don’t be
tempted to respond in kind. Take a step

Tips on social common sense

back and try to defuse a situation that
could become heated. Make sure your

*

If you name your profession online, the views you share could reflect on your

own posts can’t be seen as abusive or

profession. Be sensitive to the profession’s reputation as well as your own.

offensive, either now or in the future.

*

Consider training on using social media. Stay up to date with your equality and
diversity awareness – many trainers and community groups run sessions.

Caroline Sefton and colleagues,

*

There will be times when your best self is absent. Be willing to take a break

ACCA Investigations Department

*
*

Make sure you know how to delete your comments or your account

before posting or replying online.
Double-check other people’s content before you share it with your networks.

More information
Find details of ACCA’s social media
course at bit.ly/ACCA-socmed
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EUROPE’S NO.1
ACCOUNTANCY
& FINANCE
CONFERENCE
AND EXPO
Discover the tools, technology
and ideas you need to
future-proof your business.
Meet big global brands and cutting edge
start-ups to source the technology and solutions
that will take your business to the next level.
Attend seminars from Brexit to Cyber-Security to
MTD and much more - an education programme
designed to arm you with all the knowledge and
inspiration you need to win in your career.
Open your eyes to what is next.

EXHIBITION

E D U C AT I O N

NETWORKING

GAIN 8
CPD HOURS
REGISTER
NOW FOR FREE
PRIORITY CODE ACCA104

Upcoming events
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
you with CPD, valuable technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Webinars

GAAP; general tax (including
business tax, capital

Unblocking the crypto chain

allowances and personal tax

8 April free

updates); NIC, PAYE and

1 CPD unit

benefits; IR35; capital gains

Topics in this four-part

tax, inheritance tax, stamp

series, organised by

duty and corporation tax;

ACCA UK’s Internal Audit

and commercial, company

Network, include smart

and employment law

ledgers and security,

(including company law, sale

immutability, and the reality

of a business, GDPR, TUPE

of cryptocurrencies and their

and employment law).

audit implications.

*
*
*

Practitioners: end of tax year
This series of webinars

12 April

Enjoying OpenSpace

21 June

Are you in practice and need to exchange sensitive and

20 September.

confidential information with clients? Thanks to ACCA’s
memorandum of understanding with IRIS Software Group,

covers changes to

Internal audit conference

members can create an IRIS OpenSpace account with 1GB

entrepreneurs’ relief;

16 May Birmingham, £216

of free storage, enabling you to securely upload, store and

Making Tax Digital; audits of

7 CPD units

approve documents.

charities and independent

Internal auditors face

examinations update; key

challenges to ‘do more

Protection Regulation (GDPR) processes and try to improve

lessons in risk and mitigation

with less’ and ‘rely on other

collaboration and communication with clients.

for the accountant; and IHT

assurance providers’. This

IRIS OpenSpace allows you to securely share a draft set of

planning.

conference looks at how

accounts, a tax return or a financial statement with clients, and

internal auditors can make a

clients can send bank statements, payslips and electronically

positive change in delivery

approve documents.

Professional courses

The offer comes as practices grapple with the General Data

IRIS OpenSpace is fully integrated with the IRIS Accountancy

through ‘collaborative
Brexit and business planning

independence’, and what

9 April London, £529

this would mean in reality.

Suite & IRIS Payroll Solutions.
Find out more at: bit.ly/Iris-OpenSpace.

7 CPD units
This session will take stock of

Conferences for practitioners

the latest developments in

Various dates and locations,

Choose from:

achieving an EU withdrawal

£159

agreement.

7 CPD units

*

Conference two – topics

*

Conference three –
topics include VAT

include CGT and

problem areas; autumn

These Saturday conferences,

property; business tax

tax planning; and

East Kent conferences

held across seven UK

planning; 2019 Finance

two sessions to deal

Ashford £163

locations, are an ideal way

Act; and accounting

with issues arising

7 CPD units

of keeping your professional

standards update

during 2019.

These CPD events will

knowledge up to date and

keep you up to date with

earn CPD units without

significant developments

disrupting your working

in IFRS Standards and US

week.

AB

More information
Use the CPD resource finder to search for events listed here,
at bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1.
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Moving with the times
A data analytics unit is being added to ACCA’s Ethics and Professional Skills
module to help members stay ahead of the curve. Judith Bennett explains
None of us can stave off

partners and advisers, and

identified seven ‘quotients

skills but also interpersonal

the invasion of technology

the central purpose of the

for success’ for professional

qualities and behaviours)

into our lives, least of all

finance function is to use

accountants for the future.

of value to professional

at work. If there are any

data to inform decision-

The quotients cover

accountants, employers

accountants left anywhere

making and strategy. That

professional competencies

and clients. One of these

in the world who are less

requires, of course, a

(technical knowledge and

key qualities is the digital

than fully computer-literate,

thorough understanding

with little interest in how

of data sources, collection

modern businesses collect

and analysis, as well as

All about the data

and use data, then their

the growing set of tools

The new data analytics unit covers:

days seem to be numbered.

and technology deployed

*

big data and data analytics, and why they are useful for

*
*
*
*

the Crisp framework for data mining

The description of
professional accountants

huge quantities of data

as number-crunchers

generated and used by

has never been more

modern businesses.

inappropriate. Today, we
are established business

78

to make the most of the

ACCA’s Drivers of change
and future skills report

professional accountants
sources of data and data cleaning
methodologies and tools for data analytics
data visualisation and communication.
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quotient (DQ), which refers

ACCA Qualification – ACCA

scepticism is of particular

business-related examples

to the understanding of

was the first to introduce a

importance when it comes

and interactive exercises

– and the ability to apply

dedicated ethics module

to data, and the unit stresses

designed to stretch

– existing and emerging

in 2007 – but professional

that the results of data

your brain and test your

digital technologies, skills

ethics move with the

analysis should never be

understanding of the issues

and capabilities. (See the

times, and the digital age

taken at face value. Further

and the many ways in which

‘Nurture Your DQ’ article

presents new and different

in-depth exploration may

they impact a business.

on page 36 for more on the

challenges.

well be needed before any

digital quotient.)
The important point about

ACCA’s exams already

decisions are taken.

test students on a wide

Privacy is another essential

The highly interactive
unit shows students (and
members too, if they

the seven quotients for

range of business scenarios,

consideration when

wish to hone their digital

success is that they are not

encompassing big data,

dealing with data, and the

understanding), how

static. The world is changing

disruptive technology and

unit explores the ethical

commercial awareness helps

rapidly, and so too are the

cyber attacks. The Strategic

considerations of using data,

shape business questions,

needs of employers and

Business Reporting exam

including confidentiality

and how relevant data is

clients. ACCA’s priority is

and Strategic Business

and transparency.

identified, manipulated

always that its members’

Leader case study already

skills remain relevant and

cover cloud

appropriate techniques,

current, wherever they are in

and mobile

before conclusions are

the world and wherever they

technology, big

work. To accomplish this,

data and data

ACCA reviews its syllabus

analytics, and the

annually to ensure that new

list of topics will

developments and business

be extended this

practices are reflected in its

year to include

training and qualification.

cryptocurrencies,
blockchain

Data analytics

and disruptive

Technology is a fast-

technologies.

changing area. So although

Our data analytics unit

Our data analytics
unit is practical,
not theoretical,
and goes beyond
the traditional
classroom-toexam approach
to learning

and analysed using

drawn. The unit also
explains how findings
from data analysis can
and should be presented
and communicated,
allowing the relevant
stakeholders to make good
business decisions.
The unit ends with a
mini case study, which asks
students to analyse a set of

we already examine

Content

digital skills in the ACCA

The new data

Qualification, we are

analytics unit is designed to

is, we believe, a first for

enhancing the digital

provide a comprehensive

any professional body, in

and engaging environment

content across many of the

grounding in how data

that it is practical rather

where difficult ethical

exams to make sure that

and analytics are used by

than theoretical, and goes

questions surrounding data

our students and members

businesses, with particular

beyond the traditional

can be explored and tested.

stay ahead of the curve.

reference to the ethical

classroom-to-exam

It is comprehensive, relevant

That is why, in April, we are

questions raised in the

approach to learning.

to a rapidly changing world,

introducing a data analytics

digital age. The panel on

This is a complex topic

and an engaging and

unit as part of the Ethics and

the opposite page details

that is impossible to test

entertaining way to learn.

Professional Skills module.

exactly what is covered.

adequately in a strict exam

data, draw conclusions and
make recommendations.
Above all, it creates a safe

environment, so we have

Judith Bennett is ACCA’s

response to the ongoing

important question of

developed an engaging

director of professional

march of digitisation and

scepticism. In data, as in

online approach, using

qualifications.

the latest technological

real life, if something looks

developments affecting

too good to be true, then

Its introduction is a direct

The unit brings in the

global business. Ethics has

it probably is. Applying

always sat at the core of the

an appropriate level of

More information
Find out more about the new data analytics module
at bit.ly/ACCA-EPSM-analytics.
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Master of your future
Taking the ACCA-approved master’s degree in professional accountancy at the
University of London can help you unlock your career potential fast
ACCA members have

professional-level exams,

and to be noticed in today’s

may help her land a business

been invited to apply for

they will also need to pass a

job market’.

analyst role.

a place on the University

UoL preparation course.

The mid-level professional

‘It was an invaluable

of London’s (UoL) MSc in

One hour of learning on

says the course changed her

experience,’ she says.

professional accountancy

the MSc programme is

way of thinking: ‘It gave me

‘The partnership between

course, which has just

equivalent to one CPD unit.

great insight into how global

ACCA and UoL gave me

started recruiting its July

Members have the option

issues influence business and

the assurance that this

2019 intake.

of attending face-to-face

government decisions that

degree would be of a high

courses or studying remotely.

impact our daily lives.’

standard and internationally

ACCA exams count
towards the MSc, so

Natasha Birbal FCCA, a

Birbal is now keen to take

accredited, and I have shared

ACCA members need only

management accountant

further her knowledge of the

views and experiences and

complete one module and

at methanol producer

external factors influencing

made friends from around

one project to be awarded

Methanex, in Trinidad

the business, and hopes it

the world.’

the MSc. If it has been

and Tobago, said that she

more than five years since

took the master’s as ‘an

members completed their

investment for the future

UK_A_UoL.indd 80
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More information
Find MSc details and how to apply, at accaglobal.com/msc.
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Elections to Council
Nominations are now invited for any ACCA members wishing to
stand for election to Council at the 2019 Annual General Meeting
Council is the governing

is the responsibility of

Diary date

body of ACCA and so has a

the executive team,

ACCA’s Annual General Meeting this year will be held on

pivotal role in ACCA affairs.

with governance of the

21 November 2019, in accordance with bye-law 44(a).

Its remit includes:

process and performance

*

ensuring that ACCA

management provided

operates in the public

by Council.

interest and delivers the

*
*

*
*

Whatever their

ACCA expects members to

They are also required to

bring the following skills and

sign declarations of their

objectives stated in its

geographical or sectoral

attributes to Council:

willingness to comply with,

Royal Charter

bases, Council members

and be bound by, the code

setting the overall

do not represent particular

*

an ability to take a
strategic and analytical

of practice for Council

direction of ACCA

geographies or functions.

approach to issues and

members.

through regular approval

They are elected by the

to see ‘the big picture’

of ACCA strategy

membership as a whole.

ensuring that

Candidates in the Council

governance structures

elections come from all parts

are aligned to the

of the world, from every

effective delivery of

sector of the profession, and

the strategy

represent a wide range of

engaging with ACCA

senior positions. Long-term

members to explain

or technical experience is

and promote ACCA’s

valuable, but so is a proven

strategic direction

ability to actively participate

acting on behalf of all

in strategic decision-making.

members and of future

Council-level experience

*

Candidates have the

an understanding of

opportunity to produce a

the business and the

one-minute video in support

marketplace

of their election statements.

*

communication and

The videos will be posted

networking skills

on a dedicated voting

*

an ability to interact with

website, together with the

peers and respect the

written statements and

views of others

photographs.

*
*

decision-making abilities

Information on Council

an ability to act in an

service and the election

ambassadorial role

process are available at

in many different

bit.ly/ACCA-Elections. To

environments

register your interest in

*

planning and time

standing for election or for

management

more information, send

*

a willingness to learn

an email to secretariat@

and develop.

accaglobal.com, quoting

generations of members

is not necessary, but an

(today’s students)

understanding of good

providing an objective

governance is essential, and

environment for the

personal and professional

executive team to

integrity must be of the

explore new ideas and

highest standard. Experience

Anyone wishing to stand

‘Council elections’ in the

challenges.

has shown that those

must be nominated by at

subject box. The closing

Council and the executive

candidates with a previous

least 10 other members in

date for the submission

team collaborate to devise

record of engaging with and

good standing. Candidates

of nominations and all

ACCA’s strategy, which is

advocating for ACCA tend

supply a head-and-

supporting information is

then approved by Council.

to stand a greater chance of

shoulders photograph

21 August, in accordance

Delivery of the strategy

being elected.

and an election statement.

with bye-law 16.

*

AB
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